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Senate Bill 187: Comprehensive School Safety Plan Purpose 
 
The California Education Code (sections 32280-32288) outlines the requirements of all schools operating any kindergarten and any 
grades 1 to 12, inclusive, to write and develop a school safety plan relevant to the needs and resources of that particular school. 
 
In 2004, the Legislature and Governor recast and renumbered the Comprehensive School Safety Plan provisions in SB 719 and AB 
115. It is the intent ofthe Legislature in enacting the provisions to support California public schools as they develop their mandated 
comprehensive safety plans that are the result of a systematic planning process, that include strategies aimed at the prevention of, 
and education about, potential incidents involving crime and violence on school campuses. 
 
The historical requirement of the Comprehensive School Safety Plan was presented in Senate Bill 187, which was approved by the 
Governor and chaptered in 1997. This legislation contained a sunset clause that stated that this legislation would remain in effect 
only until January I, 2000. Senate Bill 334 was approved and chaptered in 1999 and perpetuated this legislation under the 
requirement of the initial legislation. 
 
Comprehensive School Safety Plans are required under SB 719 & AB 115 and contains the following elements: 
 
Assessment of school crime committed on school campuses and at school-related functions 

• Child abuse reporting procedures 
• Disaster procedures 
• Suspension and expulsion policies 
• Procedures to notify teachers of dangerous pupils 
• Discrimination and harassment policies 
• School wide dress code policies 
• Procedures for safe ingress and egress 
• Policies enacted to maintain a safe and orderly environment 
• Rules and procedures on school discipline 
• Hate crime reporting procedures 

 
The Comprehensive School Safety Plan will be reviewed and updated by March 1st every year. In July of every year, the school will 
report on the status of its school safety plan including a description of its key elements in the annual school accountability report 
card. 
 
A copy of the Comprehensive School Safety Plan is available for review at www.chicocountryday.org. 
 
Safety Plan Vision 
The mission of Chico Country Day School is to provide a safe, joyful community where all learners are inspired to achieve their 
personal best. Our core purpose is to educate student toward becoming engaged and thriving learners. CCDS has developed this 
Comprehensive School Safety Plan (CSSP) to ensure a safe learning 
environment and site based emergency preparedness for all students, faculty and staff. Chico Country Day School (CCDS), a public 
charter school, was established in 1996 by local teachers, parents, and community members.  CCDS was unanimously re-approved 
by the Chico Unified School District March 25, 2015. 
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Components of the Comprehensive School Safety Plan (EC 32281) 
 
Chico Country Day Charter School: Safety Committee 
Colly Fischer (administrator), Margaret Reece (administrator) 
Anne- Marie Chik (staff),  Debbie Hardesty (staff), Jeff Hall (staff), Jamie Saderup (staff), Lisa Hoppe (staff), Liz Seaman (staff), Pamela 
Wilson (staff), Stacy Ferguson (staff), Stuart Langford (staff) 
Michele Mittman (parent/board member), Zach Plottel (parent), Nick, Bauer (parent) 
 
 
Assessment of School Safety 
School safety data sources include: 
Attendance Rates, Suspension/Expulsion Rates, Office Referrals, Student and Parent Surveys, Local Law Enforcement data, and 
anecdotal evidence 
 
 
Strategies and Programs to Provide and Maintain a High Level of Safety (EC 32281(a)1, items A-J) 
Chico Country Day School developed and implements a safety program that encompasses school emergencies, disaster procedures, 
crisis response, student safety, discipline and well-being. Students' best interests are at the core of all decisions we make and our 
purpose is to educate students toward becoming engaged and thriving learners. Our staff is trained in mandated reporting, first 
aid/cpr, CPI, yard supervision, and school norms and best practices for ingress and egress of the students. In addition, we have an 
incident team that has proven successful in all emergency situations. Each year, the safety committee meets to review and/or 
update our school plan. CCDS has implemented multi-tiered supports for student well-being and success. These include positive 
behavior supports, academic support, and social-emotional curriculum K-8. 
 
 
 
(A) Child Abuse Reporting Procedures (EC 35294.2 [a] [2]; PC 11166) 
California Penal Code section 11166 requires any teacher or child care custodian who has knowledge of, or observes, a child in his or 
her professional capacity or within the scope of his or her employment whom he or she knows or reasonably suspects has been the 
victim of child abuse to report the known or suspected instance of child abuse to a child protective agency immediately, or as soon 
as practically possible, by telephone and to prepare and send a written report thereof within thirty-six (36) hours of receiving the 
information concerning the incident. 
Employees may, but are not required, to report such incidents to the Administrator. Reporting such incidents to the Administrator 
does not relieve the Employee of responsibility to also immediately report such incidents to the appropriate child protective agency 
by telephone and to send a written report thereof within thirty-six (36) hours. Child protective agencies are the police, sheriff, 
probation, child protective services/welfare department. 
Child abuse is broadly defined as “a physical injury that is inflicted by other than accidental means on a child by another person” and 
includes: 
1. Physical abuse resulting in a non-accidental physical injury; 
2. Physical neglect, including both severe and general neglect, resulting in negligent treatment or maltreatment of a child; 
3. Sexual abuse including both sexual assault and sexual exploitation; and 
4. Emotional abuse and emotional deprivation including willful cruelty or unjustifiable punishment 
There is no duty for the reporter to contact the child’s parents. In fact, if a child is released to a peace officer or a child protective 
agency agent, the reporter shall not notify the parent as required in other instances of removal. 
When two or more persons who are required to report jointly have knowledge of or suspect an instance of child abuse, and when 
there is agreement among them, the telephone report may be made by any one of them who is selected by mutual agreement, and 
a single report may be made and signed by the person selected. However, if any person who knows or should know that the person 
designated to report failed to do so, that person then has a duty to make the report. 
The duty to report child abuse is an individual duty and no supervisor or administrator may impede or inhibit such reporting duties. 
 
 
 
(B) Disaster Procedures (EC 35295-35297; GC 8607 and 3100) 
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Disaster Plan (See Appendix C-F) 
FIRE DRILL and SCHOOL-WIDE EMERGENCY PLANS: 
 
The CCDS Earthquake Plan, Fire Drill and School-Wide Emergency Plan are included in this Safe School Plan. These procedures and 
assignments are updated on an annual basis or whenever necessary as a result of events or training, or best practices. 
 
School Wide Emergency Plans: 
 
When dialing 9-1-1 from campus phones, dial 9-9-1-1 
 
Fire Evacuation Procedures: 

• Sound the school alarm 
• Teachers and staff will 
• Bring the emergency binder. 
• Using your emergency door exits, clear rooms silently and close doors, leaving them unlocked. 
• Evacuate to the designated area on the field. Students walk to the fence (middle school students cross the street) and 

turn to face the middle of the field. 
• Maintain control of students at a safe distance from fire, fire personnel, and equipment. 
• Conduct roll call and display GREEN card if all students are accounted for or RED card if student(s) are missing. This 

includes students in special services. Administrator will clarify that students are accounted for when evacuation is 
complete. (When in doubt, put red out.) 

• An ALL CLEAR signal will be given indicating that conditions are safe to return to classrooms 

Earthquake Procedures: 
 Earthquakes strike without warning. Students and staff are to DROP, COVER, AND HOLD when inside building and DROP 

when outside buildings. 
 Inside School Building: Staff in charge implements DROP, COVER and HOLD. All students and staff should immediately 

turn and/or move away from glass areas and place themselves under tables and desks until shaking subsides. 
 Outside School Building: Staff in charge implements DROP. Move away from potential falling objects and into the open if 

possible. Drop and hold until shaking subsides. 
 The administrator or office staff will announce “Evacuate to the fire drill location” over the PA. Staff in charge will bring 

emergency binders, evacuate students, and close doors. Special consideration should be given to exit routes to ensure 
safety. 

 Take roll at the fire drill location and display RED or GREEN cards. 

Evacuation: 
 Alert: Administration or office staff will announce to staff “This is an evacuation to ...” by PA. 
 Staff and students will immediately vacate the buildings in an orderly fashion utilizing the evacuation routes. Take 

emergency binders and walkie talkies. 
 Follow directions from Incident Command Team. Maintain radio contact. 
 All staff will stay with students at the relocation site and take roll. If students are to be released to parents/guardians, the 

Family Reunification Process will ensue. 
 If the relocation site is unsafe, wait for the Incident Commander’s instructions. 
 An “ALL CLEAR” signal indicates conditions are safe for returning to buildings. 
 Assist persons who may need assistance and render first aid as necessary. 

Student Runaway Procedure 
 Keep the student in your sight at all times. 
 Follow student but do not chase 
 Communicate with main office through your walkie talkie 
 Contact police 
 Continue visual contact and remain on scene until police and parents are present and situation is under control 

Security Alert (Code Yellow) 
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 Alert (provided twice in two separate announcements): Administrator or office staff will announce to “Check email and 
monitor walkie talkies for a security alert” by PA. Runners will notify substitute teachers. 

 This is a precautionary alert where teaching day continues 
 Students stay in class, recess and dismissal may be altered or withheld depending on direction from law enforcement 
 Blinds closed, doors locked, gates locked 
 No entry or exit from campus until situation is resolved 
 Administrator or office staff will notify staff by PA to check email and monitor walkie talkies. Runners will notify 

substitute teachers. 
 If you are in the gym, use the access keys (hide-a-keys) to lock the doors from the interior. 

Lockdown Procedure (Code Red) 

 Alert (provided twice in two separate announcements): Administrator or office staff will announce “Lockdown. We are in 
lockdown with an outside threat. Staff and students in classrooms, lock doors, turn off lights, get low to the ground.” 

All Staff will: 
 Lock doors, turn off lights, close blinds, and account for students.Students will remain quiet 
 Immediately email lockdown@chicocountryday.org with “all present”/“students missing”/or “extra adults” in subject 

line. Do not call the office unless is is absolutely necessary. If you do not have email capability, the office will contact you 
via phone or walkie talkie. 

 Playground: Hurry to the closest building 
 Staff in Gym:lock doors 
 Lunch area: hurry to closest classroom or gym 
 Restrooms: If students are in the restroom, they must remain there. 
 NO STAFF or STUDENTS ALLOWED OUT UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES. 
 Call 911 and notify administration if there are injuries 
 Administration will provide updates based on direction from law enforcement. Utilize the emergency buckets in the 

classroom for bathroom use. 
 Law enforcement will take charge of the situation and direct activities and procedures 
 Do not open the door until the ALL CLEAR signal is given. 
 If you are in the gym, use the access keys (hide-a-keys) to lock the doors from the interior. 

Evacuation site is Boys and Girls Club 
 
601 Wall Street 
 
Chico, CA 
 
95928 
 
 
Public Agency Use ofSchool Buildings for Emergency Shelters 
 
 
(C) School Suspension, Expulsion and Mandatory Expulsion Guidelines 
Suspension and Expulsion as Disciplinary Actions 
 
CCDS will regard suspension and expulsion as a last resort. Criteria for suspension and expulsion of students will be consistent with 
all applicable federal and state statutes and constitutional provisions. Students will be afforded due process, including a hearing and 
right of appeal, as described below. A student identified as an individual with disabilities or for whom there is a basis of knowledge 
of a suspected disability pursuant to the Individuals with Disabilities Act (“IDEA”) or who is qualified for services under Section 504 of 
the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 (“Section 504”) is subject to the same grounds for suspension and expulsion and is accorded the same 
due process procedures applicable to regular education students except when federal law or special education local plan area 
(“SELPA”) policies require additional or different procedures. 
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The grounds for mandatory and discretionary suspension and expulsion are as follows: 
 
1. Mandatory Suspension. A student shall be suspended with a mandatory recommendation for expulsion where he/she is found to 
have: 
a. Possessed, sold, or otherwise furnished any firearm, explosive, or other dangerous object. 
 
2. Discretionary Suspension. A student may be suspended for any of the following offenses: 
a. Possession, use, offering, arranging and/or negotiating to sell or provide of a knife, imitation firearm, other weapon, or item that 
could be construed and/or used as a weapon. 
b. Possession, use, being under the influence of, offering, arranging and/or negotiating to sell tobacco, alcohol, drugs, other 
controlled substances, or intoxicants of any kind, including, but not limited to over-the-counter medication and/or prescription 
drugs. 
c. Theft of property including, but not limited to attempting to steal and/or receive stolen property and/or aiding or abetting in the 
same. 
d. Physical assault including, but not limited to aiding or abetting in the same. 
e. Damage to school or private property including, but not limited to attempted or caused damage. 
f. Sexual harassment. 
g. Threatening, harassing, bullying, and/or attempting to intimidate other members of the community including, but not limited to 
acts of “cyber-bullying.” 
h. Obscenity/Profanity/Vulgarity, including the commission of an obscene act and/or engagement in habitual profanity/vulgarity. 
i. Disruption and/or defiance, including, but not limited to disruption of school activities and/or willful defiance of the authority of 
school personnel. 
j. Violations of CCDS academic policies, including, but not limited to plagiarism and/or cheating. 
k. Violations of CCDS Internet Use and BYOD policies, including, but not limited to transmitting computer viruses, using or 
attempting to use other’s accounts, trespassing in another’s portfolio, folders or files, concealing or misrepresenting one’s identity 
while using the IT system. 
 
 
3. Mandatory Expulsion. A student shall be expelled when it is determined that the student: 
a. Possessed, sold, or otherwise furnished any firearm, explosive, or other dangerous object. 
 
4. Discretionary Expulsion. A student may be expelled for any of the following offenses: 
a. Possession, use, offering, arranging and/or negotiating to sell or provide a knife, imitation firearm, other weapon, or item that 
could be construed and/or used as a weapon. 
b. Possession, use, being under the influence of, offering, arranging and/or negotiating to sell tobacco, alcohol, drugs, other 
controlled substances, or intoxicants of any kind, including, but not limited to over-the-counter medication and/or prescription 
drugs. 
c. Theft of property including, but not limited to attempting to steal and/or receive stolen property and/or aiding or abetting in the 
same. 
d. Physical assault including, but not limited to aiding or abetting in the same. 
e. Damage to school or private property including, but not limited to attempted or caused damage. 
f. Sexual harassment. 
g. Threatening, harassing, bullying, and/or attempting to intimidate other members of the community including, but not limited to 
acts of “cyber-bullying.” 
h. Obscenity/Profanity/Vulgarity, including the commission of an obscene act and/or engagement in habitual profanity/vulgarity. 
i. Disruption and/or defiance, including, but not limited to disruption of school activities and/or willful defiance of the authority of 
school personnel. 
j. Violations of CCDS academic policies, including, but not limited to plagiarism and/or cheating. 
k. Violations of CCDS Internet Use and BYOD policies, including, but not limited to transmitting computer viruses, using or 
attempting to use other’s accounts, trespassing in another’s portfolio, folders or files, concealing or misrepresenting one’s identity 
while using the IT system. 
Authority to Impose Discipline 
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The Dean of Students (or his/her designee) may conduct an investigation of the facts and circumstances presented in case of a 
disciplinary offense or infraction. The investigation may include search(es), a review of evidence, consulting the student and 
interviewing affected parties, and potential witnesses as well as the involvement of authorities. 
 
The Dean of Students (or his/her designee) may consider the various disciplinary options available in any given set of circumstances, 
including whether alternatives to suspension or expulsion may be appropriate. 
 
The Dean of Students (or his/her designee) has the authority to determine whether or not to impose a suspension under this policy. 
Suspensions may be imposed: (1) Pending an investigation to determine whether further discipline, including the possibility of an 
expulsion hearing is warranted; or, (2) Companion to setting an expulsion hearing. The Dean of Students (or their designees) have 
the discretion to determine which form of suspension may be imposed. 
 
If a student matter proceeds to an expulsion hearing, the Dean of Students (or his/her designee) shall have the authority to hear the 
matter and to determine whether or not to impose an expulsion. The decision of whether or not to expel a student remains at the 
sole discretion of the Dean of Students (or his/her designee). 
 
Suspensions 
 
Suspension Pending Investigation 
The Dean of Students (or his/her designee) has the discretion to and may impose a suspension directly if s/he determines it is 
appropriate. If the Dean of Students (or his/her designee) determines that a student is to be suspended, the Dean of Students (or 
his/her designee) shall provide written notice to the student’s parents and/or guardians of the suspension in writing, including 
reasons for the suspension and the time period for the suspension (“Suspension Notice”). Academic make-up work is required 
during suspension. Return to school may be contingent upon submission of a written essay addressing the issue at hand and stating 
how the student intends to move forward or some other form of restorative process as the School may determine in its sole 
discretion. 
 
Suspension Pending Expulsion Hearing 
If the Dean of Students (or his/her designee) determines at the outset that an expulsion hearing is warranted, the Dean of Students 
(or his/her designee) may impose a suspension pending an expulsion hearing. The Dean of Students (or his/her designee) shall 
provide written notice to the student’s parents and/or guardians of the suspension, the reasons for the suspension and the 
expulsion hearing, give notice of the expulsion hearing and provide information regarding CCDS expulsion procedures (“Suspension 
Pending Expulsion Hearing Notice”). 
 
Discipline Review Meeting 
If a student is placed on a suspension of any form, the school may call for a Discipline Review Meeting with the parents and/or 
guardians. During the course of the Discipline Review Meeting, the Dean of Students (or his/her designee) will discuss with the 
parents and/or guardians the: (1) nature of the offense; (2) the information and evidence gathered to date; and, (3) next steps. If the 
Dean of Students (or his/her designee) determines that the school will move forward to an expulsion hearing, and the school has not 
yet given formal notice of an expulsion hearing, the Dean of Students (or his/her designee) will provide the parents and/or guardians 
with a Suspension Pending Expulsion Hearing Notice. 
 
Expulsions 
 
Expulsion Hearings 
If the Dean of Students (or his/her designee) determines that consideration of expulsion is warranted, the Dean of Students will hold 
an expulsion hearing where the Dean of Students shall serve as the hearing officer. The student shall have the right to 
representation and the right to present evidence at the expulsion hearing. The Dean of Students will consider evidence and/or 
testimony as appropriate and will render a decision that shall be in the best interests of the student and CCDS. If a Dean of Students 
determines that a student is to be expelled, the Dean of Students shall inform the student’s parents and/or guardians of his/her 
determination in writing including the reasons for expulsion (“Expulsion Determination Letter”). The Dean of Students written 
notification to the parents/guardians shall also include information about the appeal and due process rights in regard to the Dean of 
Students determination. 
 
Right to Appeal Dean of Student’s Determination 
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The parents and/or guardians shall have ten (10) days from the Dean of Students Expulsion Determination Letter to submit a written 
request of appeal to the Director of Education of Chico Country Day School (“Written Appeal Request”). In response to the Written 
Appeal Request, the Director of Education of CCDS shall convene a committee consisting of one member of the CCDS Board of 
Directors, Special Education Director and the CBO of CCDS or his/her designee. The committee members appointed will be 
knowledgeable about CCDS basis for expulsion and the procedures regarding expulsion. The committee shall have the right to 
rescind or modify the expulsion. The committee shall convene a hearing on the appeal within fifteen (15) days of receipt of a timely 
written request for an appeal. At the hearing on the appeal, the student shall have the right to counsel and the right to present 
evidence. The committee will consider evidence and/or testimony as appropriate and will render a written decision that shall be in 
the best interests of the student and CCDS. That decision shall be final. 
 
 
 
(D) Procedures to Notify Teachers of Dangerous Pupils (EC 49079) 
To notify teachers of suspensions as they occur during the school year, the following process is used: After reviewing the cum folder 
of newly enrolled students, the site administrator will advise unit members at that site of documented incidents which, if repeated, 
could pose a threat to unit members, other students or employees. Unit members shall be responsible for maintaining 
confidentiality on a need to know basis. 
 
When a child is suspended from school, copies of the suspension are placed in the student cum folder. Notificationification of 
suspensions are given to: parent/guardian, teacher, Dean of Students, Director of Special Education (if 
applicable). 
 
 
(E) Sexual Harassment Policies (EC 212.6 [b]) 
Student Sexual Harassment Policy 
 
 
It is the policy of Chico Country Day School to maintain learning and work environment that is free of sexual harassment.  The goal of 
this policy is to have a process that is sensitive to the needs of students as well as the rights of those against whom allegations have 
been made.  All complaints, both formal and informal, will be handled with confidentiality appropriate to the investigation.  The 
administrator/designee will be the investigating officer.  The administrator/designee will assist students at both the formal and 
informal grievance levels and be prepared to answer any questions or concerns.  Parents of the complaining student will be notified. 
 
At the informal level the administrator/designee will assist the student in approaching the person who has caused the complaint.  If 
the student does not feel comfortable approaching the person, then the administrator will approach the person on the student’s 
behalf.  The student should specify the incident that caused the complaint and the action that, in the student’s opinion, would 
resolve the matter. 
 
At the formal level the student will file a written grievance with the administrator/designee.  The written grievance will detail the 
specifics of the sexual harassment claim and must be filed in writing within 60 days of the occurrence.  The administrator/designee 
will then conduct an investigation to determine the validity of the grievance and what disciplinary sanctions or further referrals 
should occur.  The investigation must be completed within a 90-day period and the complainant will receive written notification of 
the final disposition.  Findings may be appealed to the CCDS Board of Directors. 
 
Definition 
Sexual harassment is unwelcome sexual advances, requests for sexual favors, and other verbal or physical conduct of a sexual nature 
when made by a member of the school staff to a student or to another staff member, when made by a student to another student, 
or when made by a student to a staff member.  Sexual harassment may include, but is not limited to: 
Suggestive or obscene letters, notes, or invitations; derogatory comments, slurs, jokes, or epithets; assaults, touching, impeding or 
blocking movement; leering gestures, display of sexually suggestive objects, picture or cartoons. 
Continuing to express sexual interest after being informed that the interest is unwelcome.  Reciprocal attraction is not considered 
sexual harassment. 
Implying or actually withholding grades earned or deserved.  Offering favors, such as grades, in exchange for sexual favors. 
Coercive sexual behavior to control, influence, or affect the educational opportunity, grades, and /or learning environment of a 
student. 
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(F) School-wide Dress Code Relating to Gang-Related Apparel (EC 35183) 
Objective: To promote a professional and respectful learning environment and readiness for the world of work. 
Clothing must cover the body with no undergarments exposed. 
No exposed midriff and/or cleavage. 
No backless, strapless, tube tops and/or halter tops. Please note a bandeau is considered an undergarment. 
Shorts must have a two-inch inseam/skirts must be longer than the student’s thumb when arms are straightened. 
Shoes or sandals must be worn at all times. All shoes must have a backs on them, no backless flip-flops or slides. Slippers and heelys 
(shoes with wheels) are not acceptable.  Closed-toed shoes must be in student’s possession daily for required P.E, walking field trips, 
and some electives. 
Any clothing or accessories that display or promote the use of alcohol, tobacco, drugs, racial or ethnic slurs, gang affiliation or 
identity, violence, sexually suggestive or profane content are not allowed. 
If a student comes to school in clothing that does not adhere to the above dress code, parents will be contacted and asked to either 
take your child home or bring a change of clothes for him/her. The student will be provided with appropriate clothing until the 
parent arrives. 
 
 
 
(G) Procedure for Safe Ingress and Egress of Pupils, Parents, and Staff to and from School (EC 35294.2) 
Students can arrive at school no earlier than 7:45 a.m. and should be dropped off on the Main Campus (K-5 side.)   Upon arrival, your 
child must remain in supervised areas on campus. Students may be dropped off in the Middle School Building at 8:25 AM. Please 
make sure that your child enters the school safely and that he or she is supervised as he/she is crossing streets, etc.  Do not drop 
your child off in the parking lot. 
 
Kindergarten students MUST be picked up at their classroom at 2:15 p.m by a parent or other authorized individual. 
All students MUST be picked up by 2:40 PM (grades 1-3), 2:55 PM (grades 4-8) at the curb.  On minimum days, all students MUST be 
picked up by 12:30  PM.  Students are not allowed to wait in front of the building without supervision. 
 
DROP OFF AND PICK UP OF STUDENTS & PARKING 
Introduction: The safe arrival and departure of students is of paramount concern to the Charter School. The Charter School has 
promulgated the following policy and requests that students and parents adhere to its procedures in order to ensure the safety of all 
students and staff. 
 
In addition, the Charter School desires to be a good neighbor to the residents surrounding the Charter School premises. Parents can 
help the Charter School to be a good neighbor by following the rules of the road and exercising courtesy to neighborhood residents. 
 
General Guidelines 
All visitors to the Charter School are expected to adhere to the rules of the road when driving on or around the Charter School 
premises. All visitors are expected to drive slowly when students are present. 
Motor vehicles of any kind, including but not limited to, motorcycles, motor scooters, and motorized skateboards, are not allowed 
on the Charter School premises in any area except the parking lot or designated drop-off and pick-up areas. 
 
Arrival and Departure of Charter School Students 
Parents are requested to adhere to the following rules: 
1.  Drive slowly through the school zone. 
2.  Pay close attention to the directions of any crossing guard at any crosswalk or traffic light. He or she is trying to help get students 
to school safely. 
3.  When approaching the area designated for student pick-up and drop-off, remain patient and stay to the right side of the area. 
There shall be no passing around other vehicles. 
4.  Enter the parking lot only if you plan to get out and walk your child to school. Otherwise, the parking lot is not a safe drop-off and 
pick-up area. 
5.  When you pull to the curb of the designated pick-up and drop-off area, the first car should pull as far forward as possible allowing 
others to pull in behind. 
6.  When leaving, pull out slowly and look carefully for students and other cars. 
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7.  For afternoon pick-ups, if you arrive early, circle the block until students are released. The curb is designated for 3 Minute Loading 
Zones.  After the children are dismissed, the first car should pull forward as far as possible to wait for his or her child. 
8. Treat other drivers with respect. 
 
Procedures 
Students to be picked-up and dropped-off must report to the designated area when they are dismissed from class. 
Parking 
Parking spaces designated for employee use and visitor use shall be utilized accordingly. 
 
 
 
 
(H) A Safe and Orderly School Environment Conducive to Learning (EC 35294.2) 
 
Component: 
Universal Expectations 
 
 
Be Safe 
Be Respectful 
Be Responsible 
 
All Classrooms and Common Areas: Keep  your hands, feet and objects to self. Walk to the right at all times. Use equipment and 
materials appropriately. Use appropriate language and voice level. Clean up after self. Take proper care of all school equipment. 
Leave toys or other personal belongings at home. 
 
 
Arrival and Dismissal:Arrive on time. When you arrive, put backpack in your designated area. At dismissal, stay in the pick up zone on 
the campus side of the sidewalks. Be an active listener. Hands and feet to self. Be in class line by the second bell. 
 
Bathrooms: Walk. Report unsafe conditions. Use appropriate language and voice level. Respect the privacy of others. Use the 
bathroom for  its intended purpose. 
 
Cafeteria/Lunch Area: Keep  your hands and feet to self. Eat only your food. Playground equipment is not permitted in eating areas. 
Use appropriate language and voice level. Listen and follow adult directions. Remain seated until signal for dismissal. Clean up trash 
and belongings. Pack it in, pack it out! 
 
 
Gym: Keep  your hands and feet to self. Use playground equipment how and where it is intended. Use appropriate language and 
voice level. Listen and follow adult directions. Return equipment. 
 
Passing Periods: Keep  your hands, feet and objects to self. Walk to the right at all times. Listen and follow directions the first time. 
Help others. Stay with your group or class when traveling together. Travel on pathways destination to destination. 
 
Recess: Keep  your hands and feet to self. Use playground equipment how and where it is intended Stay in assigned areas. Be an 
active listener. Freeze at the bell and return to class. Return equipment. 
 
Accident Protocol 
 
If there is a medical emergency on campus requiring assessment or treatment beyond what staff can or should do, staff should 
immediately call an ambulance or paramedics (9-911), then call the parent/guardian. 
 
Paramedics will assess and evaluate the need for transportation. Usually the parent/guardian show up during this time. If not, and 
the paramedics decide to transport, provide them with a copy of the treatment authorization (emergency card) to take along. If the 
parent is not present, a staff member will accompany the student. 
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Finances do not play a part in this protocol. Paramedics can asses and decide not to transport; there is no cost involved in calling 
them to the school. Decision to transport is theirs as well as the liability for course of treatment at that point. 
 
The school is not responsible for the medical costs incurred unless found at fault (possible negligence, safety issues, etc.) 
 
 
 
 
Element: 
 
 
Opportunity for Improvement: 
As per WASC- improve supervision for fourth through eighth grade. 
 

Objectives Action Steps Resources Lead Person Evaluation 

Provide signs with 
behavior norms across 
campus. 

Design signs  Dean of 
Students/Business Office ongoing 

Track referrals year to 
year 

Reports run quarterly. 
Final report in June. 
Provide comparisons 
year to year to staff and 
board. 

Student information 
system 

Dean of Students ongoing 

Training for all staff 
regarding school 
universal and 
expectations. 

PBIS rotations, staff 
expectations,  refine 
referral process for MS 
staff. 

 Dean of Students ongoing 

 
 
Component: 
Safe Schools Partnership: 
 
A safe school is a shared responsibility between school staff, students and parents.  
 
STAFF: 

 Park and lock your car in well-lit non-isolated areas 
 Use the buddy system whenever possible when entering or leaving the campus at night 
 Secure purses and valuable while on campus 
 Monitor the school campuses. Be aware 
 Notify the administration or Chico PD immediately when you observe trespassers on campus 
 Do not return to campus during non-school hours without permission of the administration and making the required 

notification 
 Know the emergency numbers for Chico Police Department. Notify other staff members when remaining on campus after 

school hours. Campus is to be cleared by 6pm unless permission to remain has been given. 
 Know the alarm code, placement of key pads on campus and how to activate and deactivate alarms 
 Develop a system of rumor control relative to activities that occur on campus 
 Be aware of safety concerns in the community surrounding the school 

STUDENTS: 
 Report violence, bullying or criminal activity immediately to an adult 
 Be aware of your surroundings 
 Avoid isolation and unsupervised activities and areas on campus 
 Stay on campus during school hours 
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PARENTS: 
 Talk to students about what to do if confronted with violence, bullying, or anything else that is prohibited at our school 
 Be aware of the route the children take to school 
 Be familiar with whom your children socialize 
 Discuss your child’s activities at school 
 Share with your children the importance of remaining on campus during the day 
 Attend or chaperone school events when possible 
 Help supervise the campus when you are there 

 
Element: 
 
 
Opportunity for Improvement: 
 
 

Objectives Action Steps Resources Lead Person Evaluation 

     
 
 
Component: 
School Safety - Conditions for Classroom and School Visitation: 
 
While CCDS encourages parents/guardians and interested members of the community to visit the Charter School and view the 
educational program, CCDS also endeavors to create a safe environment for students and staff. As such, parents and other visitors 
must adhere to the following policy in order to maximize the safety of the students and minimize the disruption to the education 
environment. If a parent or guardian wishes to visit CCDS to view the education program, assist teachers, or conduct school 
business, the visitor must follow the following procedures, which have been developed to ensure the safety of students and staff as 
well as to minimize interruption of the instructional program, pursuant to California Penal Code Sections 627, et. seq: 
 
1. If a conference is desired, an appointment should be set with the teacher during non-instructional time in advance. Parents 
seeking to visit a classroom during school hours must first obtain the approval of the classroom teacher. 
2. All visitors shall register with the front office immediately upon entering any school building or grounds during regular school 
hours. When registering, the visitor is required to provide his/her name, address, age (if under 21), his/her purpose for entering 
school grounds in a sign-in book.  For purposes of school safety and security, a visitor’s badge must be worn. 
3. The Administrator, or designee, may refuse to register an outsider if he or she has a reasonable basis for concluding that the 
visitor’s presence or acts would disrupt the school, its students, its teachers, or its other employees; would result in damage to 
property; or would result in the distribution or use of unlawful or controlled substances. 
4. The Administrator or designee may withdraw consent to be on campus even if the visitor has a right to be on campus whenever 
there is reasonable basis for concluding that the visitor presence on school grounds would interfere or is interfering with the 
peaceful conduct of the activities of the school, or would disrupt or is disrupting the school, its students, its teachers, or its other 
employees. 
5. The Administrator or designee may request that a visitor who has failed to register, or whose registration privileges have been 
denied or revoked, promptly leave school grounds.  When a visitor is directed to leave, the Administrator or designee shall inform 
the visitor that if he/she reenters the school without following the posted requirements he/she will be guilty of a misdemeanor. 
6. Any visitor that is denied registration or has his/her registration revoked may request a hearing before the Administrator or the 
Board on the propriety of the denial or revocation.  The request shall be in writing, shall state why the denial or revocation was 
improper, shall give the address to which notice of hearing is to be sent, and shall be delivered to either the Administrator or the 
Board Chair within five days after the denial or revocation. The Administrator or Board Chair shall promptly mail a written notice of 
the date, time, and place of the hearing to the person who requested the hearing. A hearing before the Administrator shall be held 
within seven days after the Administrator receives the request. A hearing before the Board shall be held at the next regularly 
scheduled Board meeting after the Chair receives the request. 
7. The Administrator or designee shall seek the assistance of the police in dealing with or reporting any visitor in violation of this 
policy. 
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8. No electronic listening, photographic, or recording devices may be used by students or visitors on school grounds or on school 
sponsored field trips and other school activities without the teacher’s and/or Administrator’s permission. Exception: 
Parents/guardians of currently enrolled CCDS students who have signed the “Conditions under which students may be 
photographed/filmed” section of the CCDS Student-Parent Handbook. 
9. Visitors should only come onto campus for the purpose(s) they designate in the sign-in logbook. Visitors shall not get involved in 
situations which are the responsibilities of CCDS staff, such as directing other students and intervening in discipline situations. 
Visitors shall not share confidential information or student information with individuals who are not CCDS staff members. 
10. Visitors shall not interfere with, disrupt, or in any way prevent or hinder a CCDS staff member in the performance of his/her job 
duties. 
11. School age children shall not visit CCDS during regular CCDS school hours without prior permission from the school 
administration. 
 
Penalties 
1. Pursuant to the California Penal Code, if a visitor does not leave after being asked or if the visitor returns without following the 
posted requirements after being directed to leave, he/she will be guilty of a crime as specified which is punishable by a fine of up to 
$500.00 or imprisonment in the County jail for a period of up to six (6) months or both. 
2. Further conduct of this nature by the visitor may lead to the School’s pursuit of a restraining order against such visitor that would 
prohibit him/her from coming onto school grounds or attending School activities for any purpose for a period of three (3) years. 
 
 
 
Element: 
 
 
Opportunity for Improvement: 
 
 

Objectives Action Steps Resources Lead Person Evaluation 

     
 
(I) School Discipline Rules and Consequences (EC 35291 and EC 35291.5) 
 
Chico Country Day Charter School: Student Conduct Code 
 
 
Conduct Code Procedures 
Behavior at Chico Country Day School 
 
In order to ensure a quality learning environment, we feel each student is entitled to a safe and respectful school environment. CCDS 
has implemented a Positive Behavior Intervention Support Program which provide clear behavior expectations and Restorative 
Practices which promotes positive behaviors focused on understanding conflict and how to repair harm. We believe that all our 
students can behave in a manner appropriate to school and that each student can be held accountable for their behavior. CCDS 
strives to build a community based on cooperation, trust and respect. The universal behavior norms are to be safe, respectful and 
responsible. 
 
General rules for behavior and safety are: 

 Use equipment for the intended use. 
 Use appropriate language. 
 Follow staff directions. 
 Rough play is not allowed. 
 Treat others with respect. 
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Restorative practices provide students a chance to learn about consequences of their actions, develop empathy, and figure out ways 
to repair relationships that may have been damaged. The process also addresses the needs of those who have been harmed. During 
a restorative dialogue, students are asked: 

 To reflect on the conflict or problem (What happened? What were you feeling at the time?) 
 To identify their needs and interests (What do you need in order for this class to go well? How do you want things to 

change?) 
 To make a plan (What needs to happen to make things right? What is our plan for the future?) 

Positive reinforcements may include: 
 Eagle Eyes are given to students who demonstrate our universal behaviors. Students may turn these in for special 

drawings. 
 Individual classroom incentives. 

Discipline may include any one, a combination and/or all of the following depending on the circumstances, and at the school 
administration’s sole discretion.  

 Verbal and/or written warning given to the student. 
 Loss of privilege. (Referral sent home) 
 Restorative conversations and/or task to address the behavior (i.e. pick-up trash, clean lunch tables) 
 Written commitment by student to improve his/her behavior and/or performance. (Think Sheet) 
 Detention (Referral sent home) 
 Parent /guardian notification (Referral sent home) 
 Conference with Dean, Director or other faculty (Referral sent home) 
 Suspension 
 Expulsion 
 Other forms of discipline that the school may determine appropriate 

Any student who is in possession of any weapon will be recommended for expulsion from the school. (Education Code 48915). 
 
Behavioral plan will apply to students (EC 48900) while on school grounds, while going to and from school, during any school-
sponsored activity, on field trips, and during any other school related event. 
 
Universal Expectations 
 
 
(J) Hate Crime Reporting Procedures and Policies 
For purposes of this Guide, the term "hate or bias crime" is used to describe an offense against persons or property motivated by 
hate or bias against a victim based on race, ethnicity, national origin, religion, sex disability, or sexual orientation. Violence 
motivated by such factors seriously threatens the values of the school and the larger community and the physical safety and mental 
well-being of all of those affected. Examples of hate-motivated crime include threatening phone calls, defacing or destroying 
personal property or buildings, hate mail, bomb threats, other threats of physical harm and intimidation, physical assault, arson, 
vandalism, cross-burnings, and destruction of religious symbols. Other incidents of harassment, such as racial epithets or graffiti, 
that occur at school, are also of interest to law enforcement agencies, as well as to school officials, because of their potential for 
causing dangerous confrontation, disruption of order and public safety, and violent retaliation outside of school property or school 
hours. Contact the site administrator if you feel your child may have been a victim of a hate crime. 
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Safety Plan Appendices 
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Emergency Contact Numbers 
 
Utilities, Responders and Communication Resources 
 

Type Vendor Number Comments 

Law 
Enforcement/Fire/Paramed
ic 

Chico PD 897-4900  

Law 
Enforcement/Fire/Paramed
ic 

Chico Fire 897-3400  

Local Hospitals Enloe 332-7300  

School District Chico Unified 891-3000  

Public Utilities PG&E 743-5000  

City Services City of Chico 896-7200  

Other Chico Country Day School 895-2650  
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Chico Country Day Charter School: Incident Command System 
 

--------     Incident Commander     

--------     Dean of Students/Director of 
Education--------     

--------           

--------   Safety Officer   Public Information Officer   

--------   Facility Manager/CBO--------   Parent Liaison/ Office 
manager--------   

--------           

--------   Scribe       

--------   Parent Liaison/ Office 
manager--------       

--------           

--------           

Operations ------- Planning/ 
Intelligence  Logistics  Finance/Administration 

Facility Manager-------- ------- 
Dean of Students/Director of 

Education/Director of Sped-----
--- 

 
Dean of Students/Director of 

Education/Director of Sped-----
--- 

 CBO-------- 

--------           

--------           

--------  First Aid & Search 
Teacher A        

--------  Office manager middle school-
-------        

--------           

--------  
Student Release & 

Accountability 
TeacherB 

       

--------  Office manager elementary----
----        
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Incident Command Team Responsibilities 
 
Standardized Emergency Response Management System Overview 
The California Standardized Emergency Management System (SEMS) is designed to centralize and coordinate emergency response 
through the use of standardized terminology and processes. This greatly facilitates the flow of information and resources among the 
agencies participating in response to an emergency. SEMS consists of five functions: 
 
 
Management 
During an emergency, the Incident Commander directs response actions from a designated Command Post. To effectively do this, 
the Incident Commander must constantly assess the situation, and develop and implement appropriate strategies. The Incident 
Commander must be familiar with the available resources, accurately document all response actions, and effectively communicate 
response strategies to others participating in the response. This function is typically filled by the school principal. The principal is 
assisted in carrying out this function by a Public Information & Liaison Officer and Safety Officer. 
 
Planning & Intelligence 
Planning and Intelligence involves the use of various methods to efficiently gather information, weigh and document the information 
for significance, and actively assess the status of the emergency. This understanding and knowledge about the situation at hand is 
vital to the effective management of a response. These activities are performed by a single person who reports directly to the 
Incident Commander. 
 
Operations 
All response actions are implemented under by Operations. This includes staff performing first aid, crisis intervention, search and 
rescue, site security, damage assessment, evacuations, and the release of students. 
 
Logistics 
Logistics supports the response by coordinating personnel; assembling and deploying volunteers; providing supplies, equipment, and 
services; and facilitating communications among emergency responders. 
 
Finance & Administration 
Finance & Administration involves the purchasing of all necessary materials, tracking financial records, timekeeping for emergency 
responders, and recovering school records following an emergency. These activities are performed by a single person who reports 
directly to the Incident Commander. 
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Emergency Response Guidelines 
 
Step One: Identify the Type of Emergency 
 
 
 
Step Two: Identify the Level of Emergency 
 
 
 
Step Three: Determine the Immediate Response Action 
 
 
 
Step Four: Communicate the Appropriate Response Action 
 
 
Armed Assault on Campus 
Active Shooter/Armed Intruder 
 
An active shooter or armed intruder on school property involves one or more individual’s intent on causing physical harm to 
students and staff. Such intruders may possess a gun, knife, or other harmful device. An active shooter or armed intruder will result 
in law enforcement and other emergency services responding as quickly as possible. It is critical to follow the instructions of and 
cooperate with law enforcement officers. Once law enforcement arrives, the School Incident Commander will be relieved by a law 
enforcement officer as quickly as possible.  
 
If in close proximity to the danger, assess the situation for the best survival option. Make the decision on what is the best option at 
the pivotal time. The following are guidelines. 

 Alert: The first person to note indication of an active shooter or armed intruder, as soon as it is safe, should call 911. All 
are authorized to alert the campus by any means using “Armed Intruder.” 

 Lockdown: Lockdown your room in any way possible if evacuation is not safe. Make use of barricades and any exits. 
 Inform: Use technology to provide information to the School Incident Commander. If it is safe, use the lockdown email 

procedures. Upon arrival, law enforcement will commence communication through the School Incident Commander. 
 Counter: If you are in immediate danger, you have the option to use whatever counter strategies necessary. This may 

include any and all forms of resistance to the threat. 
 Evacuate: In the event of an intruder, the priority should be to safely leave the area as quickly as possible. If there is no 

safe manner, lockdown. Once evacuated, meet at the reunification site. 
 Unless evacuating, rooms in lockdown shall remain secured until given the “ALL CLEAR” by the Incident Commander/law 

enforcement. 
 Once the intruder is subdued, the Incident Commander in consultation with law enforcement will announce an 

“Evacuation” and relocation to the alternate site for the Family Reunification Process. 

 
Biological or Chemical Release 
Evacuation 
Alert: Administration or office staff will announce to staff “This is an evacuation to ...” by PA. 
Staff and students will immediately vacate the buildings in an orderly fashion utilizing the evacuation routes. Take emergency 
binders and walkie talkies. 
Follow directions from Incident Command Team. Maintain radio contact. 
All staff will stay with students at the relocation site and take roll. If students are to be released to parents/guardians, the Family 
Reunification Process will ensue. 
If the relocation site is unsafe, wait for the Incident Commander’s instructions. 
An “ALL CLEAR” signal indicates conditions are safe for returning to buildings. 
Assist persons who may need assistance and render first aid as necessary. 
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Bomb Threat/ Threat Of violence 
Bomb Threat Procedure: 
 
Bomb Threat: A suspected bomb or explosive has been reported but not located. All threats toward the school are taken seriously. 
The administrator will contact law enforcement and initiate next steps. 

 Alert: Administrator or office staff will announce “This is an evacuation to …” over the PA 
 Do not handle or move the suspected device. 
 Call 911 and alert administration 
 Staff will move students in an orderly way to the opposite campus from the suspected bomb and account for their 

students. 
 Be aware of a potential second device. Open areas are best locations for gathering. 
 Return to buildings only when the ALL CLEAR signal is given. 

 
Disorderly Conduct 
 
 
Earthquake 
Earthquake Procedures 
Earthquakes strike without warning. Students and staff are to DROP, COVER, AND HOLD when inside building and DROP when 
outside buildings. 
 
1.Inside School Building: Staff in charge implements DROP, COVER and HOLD. All students and staff should immediately turn and/or 
move away from glass areas and place themselves under tables and desks until shaking subsides. 
2. Outside School Building: Staff in charge implements DROP. Move away from potential falling objects and into the open if possible. 
Drop and hold until shaking subsides. 
3. The administrator or office staff will announce “Evacuate to the fire drill location” over the PA. Staff in charge will bring 
emergency binders, evacuate students, and close doors. Special consideration should be given to exit routes to ensure safety. 
4. Take roll at the fire drill location and display RED or GREEN cards. 
 
 
 
Explosion or Risk Of Explosion 
Evacuation 
Alert: Administration or office staff will announce to staff “This is an evacuation to ...” by PA. 
Staff and students will immediately vacate the buildings in an orderly fashion utilizing the evacuation routes. Take emergency 
binders and walkie talkies. 
Follow directions from Incident Command Team. Maintain radio contact. 
All staff will stay with students at the relocation site and take roll. If students are to be released to parents/guardians, the Family 
Reunification Process will ensue. 
If the relocation site is unsafe, wait for the Incident Commander’s instructions. 
An “ALL CLEAR” signal indicates conditions are safe for returning to buildings. 
Assist persons who may need assistance and render first aid as necessary. 
 
 
 
Fire in Surrounding Area 
Evacuation 
Alert: Administration or office staff will announce to staff “This is an evacuation to ...” by PA. 
Staff and students will immediately vacate the buildings in an orderly fashion utilizing the evacuation routes. Take emergency 
binders and walkie talkies. 
Follow directions from Incident Command Team. Maintain radio contact. 
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All staff will stay with students at the relocation site and take roll. If students are to be released to parents/guardians, the Family 
Reunification Process will ensue. 
If the relocation site is unsafe, wait for the Incident Commander’s instructions. 
An “ALL CLEAR” signal indicates conditions are safe for returning to buildings. 
Assist persons who may need assistance and render first aid as necessary. 
 
 
 
Fire on School Grounds 
Fire Evacuation Procedures 
1. Sound the school alarm 
2. Teachers and staff will 
Bring the emergency binder. 
Using your emergency door exits, clear rooms silently and close doors, leaving them unlocked. 
Evacuate to the designated area on the field. Students walk to the fence (middle school students cross the street) and turn to face 
the middle of the field. 
Maintain control of students at a safe distance from fire, fire personnel, and equipment. 
Conduct roll call and display GREEN card if all students are accounted for or RED card if student(s) are missing. This includes students 
in special services. Administrator will clarify that students are accounted for when evacuation is complete. (When in doubt, put red 
out.) 
3. An ALL CLEAR signal will be given indicating that conditions are safe to return to classrooms 
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Compliance Checklist for a Comprehensive School Safety Plan 
California Education Code Sections 32280–32289 

 
 
 

School/District:    Grade levels:    Date:    
 

Required Components for a Mandate Met Comments, Suggested 
Comprehensive School Safety Plan (date, plan) Details 

(resources, activities, 
etc.) 

 

California Education Code (EC) Section 32281 

 (b) (1) Plan is written and developed by a School Site Include planning 
Council (SSC) or a Safety Planning Committee committee roster. 

 
(2) The school Safety Planning Committee is made up of 
principal/designee, teacher, parent of child who attends 
the school, classified employee, others 

  (b) (3) SSC/Safety Planning Committee consulted with a 
representative from a law enforcement agency in the 
writing and development of the comprehensive school 
safety plan 

EC Section 32282 

(a) The comprehensive school safety plan includes, but is not limited to, all of the following: 

 (1) An assessment of the current status of school crime Describe the data 
at the school and at school-related functions, which reviewed, key analysis 
may be accomplished by reviewing the following points, and table of 
types of information: findings. 

  
□ Office Referrals Document how this 

information was shared □ Attendance Rates/School Attendance Review 
with SSC/Safety Board Data 
Planning Committee. 

□ Suspension/Expulsion Data 
□ California Healthy Kids Survey 
□ School Improvement Plan 
□ Local Law Enforcement Juvenile Crime Data 
□ Property Damage Data 
□ Other:   

 (2) Identify appropriate strategies and programs that Additional items to 
provide and maintain a high level of school safety consider: 
and address the school’s procedures for complying  
with existing laws related to school safety, including, □ Threat Assessment 
but not limited to the following: □ Student Support 

Teams 
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Required Components for a 
Comprehensive School Safety Plan 

Mandate Met 
(date, plan) 

Comments, Suggested 
Details 

(resources, activities, 
etc.) 

 

(A) Child Abuse Reporting Procedures  

 

Board policy and 
specific steps. 

site- 

(B) Disaster procedures, routine and emergency, 
crisis response plan, including adaptations for 
pupils with disabilities and the following: 

 

Use the Standardized 
Emergency 
Management System 
(SEMS) as detailed in 
the California 
Emergency Services Act 
Section 8607 and the 
supporting California 
Code of Regulations 
(CCR). 

 

 

 

 

(i)  Earthquake emergency procedures that 
include: 

(I)  a school building disaster plan 

(II) a drop procedure (students and staff take 
cover) dates/times of drop procedure 
drills held once each quarter in 
elementary; once each semester in 
secondary schools 

(III) protective measures to be taken before, 
during, and after an earthquake 

(IV)a program to ensure that pupils, and 
certificated and classified staff are aware 
of and are trained in the procedures 

 

 

 

Detail response 
procedures: 

 Lock Down 
 Secure School 
 Active shooter 

Describe information 
on training and 
exercise drills: 

 Fire Drills: 5 CCR, 
Section 550 

(ii) Establish procedures to allow a public 
agency, including the American Red Cross, to 
use school buildings, grounds, and 
equipment for mass care and welfare shelters 
during an emergency 

  

(C) Suspension/Expulsion policies and  procedures Refer to board policy, 
include site-specific 
steps, if needed. 

(D) Teacher notification 
procedures 

of dangerous  pupils Refer to board policy, 
include site-specific 
steps, if needed. 
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Required Components for a Mandate Met Comments, Suggested 
Comprehensive School Safety Plan (date, plan) Details 

(resources, activities, 
etc.) 

 (E) Discrimination and Harassment policy.  Include Include complaint and 
hate crime reporting procedures and policies investigation procedure. 
here.   
Note:  While the Legislature encourages school 
safety plans to include bullying policies and 
procedures to the extent resources are available, 
other legislation requires that all schools have an 
anti-bullying policy the covers all types of 
bullying, including cyber-bullying.  While it is not 
required to place these policies in the school 
safety plan, they may be placed here. 

  (F) Schoolwide Dress Code, including prohibition of 
gang-related apparel 

 (G) Procedures for safe ingress and egress of pupils, Reference campus 
parents, and employees to and from school site visitor policies. Other 

items may include: 
crossing guard program, 
safe routes to school, 
pedestrian, vehicle and 
bicycle policies, traffic 
safety, etc. 

  (H) A safe and orderly environment conducive to 
learning at the school 

  (I)  Rules and procedures on school discipline 

  (c) When practical, consult, cooperate and coordinate with 
other school site councils or school safety planning 
committees 

(d) Evaluate and amend the plan as needed and at least Review, update Demonstrate annually 
once each year, to ensure the plan is properly and approve by approved plan with 
implemented. March 1. board signature page. 
Also, keep an updated file of all non-sensitive safety- 
related plans and materials readily available for 
inspection by the public 

  (e)  Include, to the extent resources are available, policies 
and procedures for bullying prevention 
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Required Components for a Mandate Met Comments, Suggested 
Comprehensive School Safety Plan (date, plan) Details 

(resources, activities, 
etc.) 

EC Section 32282.1 

  Schools are encouraged to include clear guidelines for the 
roles and responsibilities of the positions listed below (if 
used by the district): 

 
• Mental health professionals, school counselors 
• Community intervention professionals 
• School resource officers, police officers on campus 

 

 

EC Section 32284 

  Plan may include procedures for responding to the release 
of a pesticide or other toxic substance from properties 
located within one quarter mile of a school 

EC Section 32288 

  (a) Submit the plan to school district office or county office 
of education for approval 

(b) (1) SSC/Safety Planning Committee communicated the Public meeting See notification 
school safety plan to the public at a public meeting at the announcements, requirements in EC 
school site etc. Section 32288(b)(2) and 

recommendations in EC 
Section 32288(b)(3). 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

California Department of Education, August 2017 



 

Chico Country Day School provides a safe, joyful community where all learners are inspired to achieve their personal best. 

 

 

 

 
CCDS Emergency Procedures  

 



 

Chico Country Day School provides a safe, joyful community where all learners are inspired to achieve their personal best. 

 

 

Fire Evacuation Procedure 
 

When the Fire Alarm is initiated: 

 

1. Pick up this binder and carry it with you. 

 

2. Using your emergency door exits, line up the students in your charge, 

reminding them to be absolutely silent. 

 

3. Leave the room, closing the door, and evacuate the building.  If the fire is in 

your room, exit using the nearest door, and then the nearest emergency 

door.  Ensure that your room is empty upon evacuation. 

 

4.  Walk the students across the street to the fence bordering the parking lot.  

Student leading the line walks right up to the fence, all students turn and 

face the center of the field.  Take roll using your class roster. 

 

5. Stand at the field end of your line and silently hold up the  

GREEN CARD if all your students are accounted for,  

RED CARD if student(s) missing. 

 

6. Everyone remains in silent lines until an administrator gives the “All-

Clear,” at which time they proceed quietly back to class, or follow further 

instructions.  Quiet conversation is permitted. 

 

7. Return this binder to the wall! 



 

Chico Country Day School provides a safe, joyful community where all learners are inspired to achieve their personal best. 

 

 

 

Emergency Phone Numbers 

Updated 7/2015 
 

Chico Unified School Dist.    Poison Control 

Kelley Staley, Superintendent   1 (800) 222-1222 

891-3000 Ext. 149 

 

Child Abuse Reporting    Children’s Protective Services 

Emergency Line for     24-hr hotline 

Mandated Reporters     1(800) 400-0902 

1 (800) 400-0902 

 

Chico Police Dispatch    Jesus Center 

Non-emergency     1297 Park Ave 

897-4900      345-2640      

             

 Animal Control, City of Chico   Butte Humane Society 

897-4960      343-7917 

        

Air Quality Management    PG&E 

332-9400      1 (800) 743-5000 

 

Weather Conditions     Local Road Conditions  

www.weather.com     879-1960 

         

Butte County Sheriff     Road Conditions—Calif. 

Non-emergency     (800) 427-7623 

891-2711 

        Local News Media    

Chico Fire      KCVU-Fox 20 DTV 

Non-emergency     893-1234 

897-4900 

        KIXE—Channel 9 

Butte County Fire     891-5493 

Non-emergency 

538-7111      KRCR—Channel 7 

       345-7318 

California Highway Patrol 

Non-emergency     KPAY 

879-1999      891-5729 

http://www.weather.com/
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Security Alert Procedure  

 
 Precautionary 

 Teaching day continues—students in classrooms; leaving rooms will be 

authorized by administration 

 Bell schedule followed; recess may be withheld; wait for instructions 

 May not dismiss on time, depending on outside authority direction 

 Gates locked 

 Front Doors locked 

 No one on or off campus until situation resolved 

 PA notification of staff to check e-mails; runners will notify substitute 

teachers 

 Monitor radio and perimeter 
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Lockdown Procedure  

Situation OUTSIDE Campuses 
 

 LOCKDOWN:  Doors locked, lights off, curtains closed, if possible; get 

lower to ground.  Maintain until the “All Clear” signal is given.  Students 

across the street, or enroute, shall find the nearest safe shelter.  Staff 

members escorting students shall have keys to enter the locked front doors 

and gates if necessary. 

 The announcement will be made in clear language; follow the instructions.  

“LOCKDOWN.  We are in lockdown with an OUTSIDE threat.  Staff and 

students in classrooms, lock doors, turn off lights, get low to ground.” 

Repeat as necessary. 

 If a critically injured person is in your room, CALL 911.  Using the 

intercom, walkie-talkies, or email, notify the office of a critically injured 

person. 

 Do NOT call the office unless absolutely necessary.  When asked, e-mail a 

brief message about your roll call, “All present,”  “These students missing,” 

“These extra adults in classroom,” to:  lockdown@chicocountryday.org.   

Title this list LOCKDOWN in your address book.  If you don’t have e-mail . 

capability, the office will call you via intercom or walkie-talkie. 

 If given permission by administration, students may be able leave 

classrooms to use the bathroom, one at a time, but otherwise, utilize 

emergency buckets in your room.  Staff members may call for back-up if 

needing to use the bathroom.  Do not leave your room unattended.  Wait 

until someone is available to relieve you. 

 Do NOT open your door until the “All Clear” has been given – except in 

the case of bathroom breaks as described above.  If administrators or 

Emergency Response Personnel need to come in, they will let themselves in 

or call you. 

 

 

mailto:lockdown@chicocountryday.org
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Evacuation/Relocation Procedure: 
*If campus needs to be evacuated for any reason EXCEPT an ALICE situation. 

 
 The signal for evacuation is the same as the fire drill with an 

announcement 

 Staff should have all required devices with them, including this folder with 

class roster, walkie-talkies, staff ID, keys 

 All students and staff are to immediately vacate the buildings utilizing the 

evacuation map.  Each class will walk single file, with classroom teacher at 

the lead, following the map.  All students shall remain with their class. 

 Administration, office staff, and custodians will maintain radio 

communication during the evacuation. 

 Upon arrival at the evacuation location, each class will line up and remain 

together with their teacher.  Roll shall be taken. 

 Administration will determine if the evacuation is temporary or if students 

will be released from the location. 

 If students will be released to parents/guardians: 

a.  Identified staff will make calls to parents/guardians notifying them of 

the situation 

b. An assigned person will contact the media to inform them of the 

evacuation for broadcast 

c. Office staff will maintain a check-out and dismissal location at the 

evacuation site.  Parents/guardians must show identification to pick up 

students.  Office staff will collect students from individual class line-ups 

and bring them to the check-out location for release 

d. Staff will remain at the evacuation location until all students are 

released or administration has given specific permission to staff to leave 
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Accident Protocol  
 
If there is a medical emergency on campus requiring assessment or treatment 

beyond what staff can or should do, staff should immediately call an ambulance 

or paramedics (9-911), then call parent/guardian. 

 

Paramedics will assess and evaluate the need for transportation.  Usually the 

parent/guardian shows up during this time.  If not, and paramedics decide to 

transport, provide them with a copy of treatment authorization (emergency 

information card) to take along. 

 

Finances do not play a part in the protocol.  Paramedics can asses and decide not 

to transport; there is no cost involved in calling them out to the school.  Decision 

to transport is theirs as well as the liability for course of treatment at that point. 

 

The school is not responsible for the medical costs incurred unless found at fault 

(possible negligence, safety issues, etc.) 

 

 

 

 



GENERAL RULES 
FOR BEHAVIOR 
AND SAFETY

Be Safe, Be Respectful and Be Responsible

1. Use equipment for intended use. 
2. Use appropriate language. 
3. Follow staff directions. 
4. Rough play is not allowed. 
5. Treat others with respect.

C H I C O  C O U N T R Y  D A Y  S C H O O L









 

 

Chico Country Day School 

PARENT/STUDENT REUNIFICATION PLAN 
2018/2019 

Parent Reunion Areas: 

Chico Country Day School will reunify at  

Boys and Girls Club 

601 Wall Street 

Chico, CA 95928 

899-0335 

 

Chico Country Day Preschool will reunify at 

Gates Resale 

1152 Park Ave. 

Chico, CA 95928 

 

In the event of a school incident that involves the need to evacuate, parents will be directed to the 
reunion area. This information will be available for parents on the website and in the administrator’s 
safety communications.The evacuation procedures in the safe school plan will be followed and 
students and staff will gather at the reunion areas. Critical Incident Kits will be transported to the 
reunion area by staff.  

 

Student and Parent Reunification Process  

 

1. Students stay under the supervision of staff/teacher at all times. Once at the reunion area, 
students will be accounted for by the staff/teacher and held in the student area.  

2. Missing and extra students should immediately be reported to the IC team member 
responsible for student accountability. This information should be passed on to police or fire 
personnel. 

3. Parent Reunion Organizers will have student lists in student/parent areas. 
4. Parents will check in at the parent area on Salem Street, showing identification. Students will 

be escorted to parent area and signed out.  
5. Communication will be provided via any resources available. (Email, text, phone, media) 
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School Personnel 

Incident Coordinator: Assumes command, orders and executes action, primary contact for law 
enforcement, evaluates initial response options. 

Incident Coordinator Assistant: Serves as IC if needed, assists IC. Accounts for students at the 
reunion area. 

Operations/Logistics: Knowledge of the school facility and how to turn off gas, water and power. 

Parent Reunion Organizer: Coordinates the student release process to ensure the safe release to 
parents in an orderly manner.  

Public Information: Communicates as needed with media, parents, community. 

 

Critical Incident Kits  

Walkie Talkies 

Emergency Contact Lists for students (Binders from each office) 

Whistles 

Pens 

Index cards 

Sharpies 

First Aid Kit 
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EMERGENCY INFORMATION FOR PARENTS Frequently Asked Questions 

1. What is emergency preparedness? 

Chico Country Day School has taken steps to ensure your child’s safety while in school. Each school 
has developed a crisis response plan, Emergency preparedness is basically preparing the steps we will 
take in the event of an emergency, such as contact information, communications and evacuation 
plans. 

2. What will the school do if an emergency situation occurs while students are in school?  

The specific actions taken by the school in any emergency situation will depend on the specifics of 
the situation. Any action taken would depend on several factors, including the level of threat and the 
advice of local, state, and federal agencies. The safety of students and staff members will be the 
primary concern in any decision. 

3. In the event of an emergency situation, will the district go into Lockdown (Code Red)? 

Notification of extreme emergency will be announced by the Administrator or his/her designee via 
appropriate warning device or written notice. Not all incidents require a district to go into 
Lockdown (Code Red) . 

4. What is a Lockdown (Code Red)? 

This is a warning signal that will alert students and School personnel to an emergency. CCDS 
recognizes there are different levels of emergency. CCDS will respond to emergencies depending 
threat levels as described below: 

Level I - Monitor (Security Alert)  

● No immediate danger or emergency exists, but the potential is present.  
● A minor incident occurs that appears to be of short duration.  
● The situation is limited in scope and can be managed by the appropriate administration. 

Level II - Standby (lockdown)  

● The potential danger is real; school personnel should be prepared to react. 
● The situation has the potential for expanding beyond a limited area.  
● The situation may continue for an extended duration.  
● Resolving the situation may require resources in excess of those available locally. 

Level III — Emergency (lockdown) 

● Students, faculty or staff are in danger. Immediate action is necessary. 
● The incident is on school property, or it is off school property but close enough to affect the 

school.  
● The situation requires the coordination with outside agencies. 
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What is a Security Alert?  

A Security Alert is done to isolate all students, faculty and staff from the external environment or it 
can be used whenever 100% student accountability in response to an outside threat is needed. It may 
be done to protect people from a hazardous material incident such as an external gas leak, hazardous 
material spill, or other environmental contamination. 

During a Security Alert incident, our facilities will be secured. On the advice of local emergency 
personnel, no one would be allowed in or out until the authorities give the all clear. While we protect 
our students in the school, we recognize that for their own safety, parents and community members 
in the affected area would be sheltered in their homes or at work. 

During lockdown or Security Alert, people will not be allowed in or out of the building until an all 
clear is given by emergency offices. Parents will be informed of the parent-student reunification 
center location via the website, local media, email or by an automated phone call. 

What is a parent reunification site? If public safety officials require that a school building be 
evacuated, students and staff members will be safely transported to a designated parent-student 
reunification center. Parents will be informed of the reunification location via the media or from the 
school website. At the reunification center, students will be released to their parents or others 
authorized to pick them up upon presentation of proper identification. 

Who can pick up my children?  

Children will not be released to individuals who are not pre-authorized on the student emergency 
cards. 

Parents and guardians are responsible for the accuracy of the information on their child's records. If 
contact information has changed, parents need to update the information. 
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Parents - Please 
have your ID 

ready for Parent 
Check-In and 
Release Gate 
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PARENT 
CHECK-IN 
SHOW ID  
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PARENT 
INFORMATION 
AND WAITING 

AREA 
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RELEASE 
GATE 

MUST SHOW 
ID 
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STUDENT 
HOLDING 

AREA 
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MEDIA 
INFORMATION 

AREA 
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Introduction

As a school administrator, you are responsible for a complex gathering of 

people, including vulnerable students, in surroundings that can quickly 

become destabilized and dangerous. Whether it involves violence, weather, a 

fire, or some other crisis, you are the person relied upon to lead. 

Your best chance of handling a crisis well is to prevent what you can and 

prepare for what you cannot prevent. 

This booklet is designed to help you develop a comprehensive crisis 

management policy and plan. 

Contents

 The Role of the School Administrator in a Crisis ...................................................................3

 A Crisis Management Policy..........................................................................................................5

Considerations for Interacting with the Media During and Following a Crisis ......11

Attachments

Attachment A – A Model Crisis Management Policy ........................................................17

Attachment B – A Short List of Communication Considerations  
in Preparing a Media Information Release ............................................................................18

Attachment C – Sample News Releases .................................................................................20

Cover Photo: Connecticut State Police lead 

a line of children from the Sandy Hook 

Elementary School in Newtown, Conn. 

after a shooting at the school. 

All rights reserved. Any or all portions of this document may be reproduced and 

distributed without prior permission, provided the source is cited as:

Bomier, B. (2014). School Crisis. Anoka, MN: Environmental Resource Council.
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The Role of the School Administrator in 
a Crisis
School administrators have two primary responsibilities: the safety of all school 

building occupants and the quality education of its students. A crisis can seriously 

undermine both. Prevention is key, but disaster can strike even a school that has 

taken comprehensive prevention measures. That is why it is imperative for school 

district officials to craft crisis management policies, develop a customized crisis 

management plan, conduct drills, and review and refine the plan regularly. 

POLICY IS THE FOUNDATION

Each school board devises core policies for the district it governs, and a crisis man-

agement policy should be chief among them. However, it is important to remem-

ber that the policy is not the plan. A crisis management policy provides guidelines 

for school administrators when developing detailed plans, delineating procedures 

and addressing the unique social and physical characteristics of each school. 

Policy development is both an opportunity and a responsibility, because district 

policies can effectively become law. There was a landmark ruling in 2000, in which 

a federal judge issued a decision upholding the expulsion of six students for vio-

lating the Decatur (Ill.) School District’s zero-tolerance policy  on violence. The ex-

pulsions had been challenged in part on the basis that the school policy was not 

codified law. However, U.S. Judge Michael McCuskey upheld the district’s policy; it 

was binding and, essentially, “the law.” 

 A FRAMEWORK FOR DEVELOPING THE PLAN 

It is important that a district crisis management plan incorporates best practices, 

is compatible with the unique needs and characteristics of your district, and  

blends as seamlessly as possible into district operations. Some other consider-

ations in developing a plan are:

 � Basic Training in Crisis Response. Such training can help assure that the basics 

are covered and that no relevant statutes or regulations are missed. 

 � Relationships with Local Law Enforcement. The relationship with local law 

enforcement and other helping resources can vary considerably from school 

district to school district. For example, many districts are involved with over-

lapping jurisdictions of law enforcement, while others have organized working 

relationships with only one county and one municipal law enforcement group. 

 � Distribution Channels. How a school district distributes its crisis plans also var-

ies widely. Some districts have plans that are described in some detail in board 

minutes and publicly distributed. Others have systems that are understood but 

not formally archived or widely distributed. Still others have no established rules 

or patterns of distributing policy information.

The Greatest Engineer  
and the Crisis

Shortly before dawn on a cold spring 

morning in 1979, Unit 2 of a nuclear 

power plant on Three Mile Island near 

Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, essentially 

melted down. It was unthinkable!

Because of the gas crisis and trouble 

in the Middle East, the United States 

began relying heavily on nuclear en-

ergy; a huge public relations campaign 

told Americans that nuclear power was 

perfectly safe. Suddenly, thousands of 

people were at risk and nearly one mil-

lion Americans were preparing to be 

evacuated. 

The individual who handled the crisis 

and took “full responsibility” in front of 

a record television audience was Presi-

dent Jimmy Carter, a former nuclear 

engineer. Slowly, the crisis was put into 

perspective, engineering controls were 

carefully implemented, and America’s 

nuclear nightmare was temporarily 

under control. The crisis had seriously 

hurt the United States, and if this sort 

of crisis reoccurred, a significant loss of 

human life was inevitable, along with 

decimation of America’s power grid. 

Pres. Carter called upon the man whom 

he identified as the greatest engineer 

in American history to study what hap-

pened and format a path for preventing 

crisis of this nature in the future. This 

man, Admiral Hyman Rickover, (Ret.), 

father of the nuclear submarine, was 

asked to create a crisis prevention and 

response approach. 

In addition to his profound technical 

talents, Adm. Rickover was known for 

taking the strengths and weaknesses  

of people and bureaucracies into  

consideration, along with engineering 

approaches to find solutions. 
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DISTRICT CORE RESPONSIBILITIES

A school district is charged with safeguarding its students, staff and property.  

To meet this responsibility, a district has the following six basic crisis  

management tasks:

1. Develop or Review Crisis Management Policy. Draft a clear and concise 

policy that works with existing district systems to prevent crisis and enhance 

crisis responses.  

2. Review Existing Crisis Procedures. Review, codify, and improve the district’s 

existing plan for handling crises. The plan must relate to, and must be compat-

ible with, local, state and federal codes, regulations, and statutes. 

3. Develop or Review a Premeditated Violence Component. There have been 

approximately 50 acts of extreme violence committed by students in schools 

nationally over the past decade, attracting great media attention and public 

concern. Such violence is rare but must be addressed in crisis management 

plans. Districts should develop a system to identify signs of potential pre-

meditated violence, as well as outline basic response procedures. Identifying 

potentially violent students is not a predictable science. It involves recogniz-

ing signs of possible at-risk individuals and situations, evaluating rumors, and 

responding quickly but cautiously.

4. Conduct Emergency Response Drills. Develop a 

system for conducting emergency response drills, 

including evacuation, and review and update the 

emergency action plan annually or biennially. 

5. Preserve the District’s Mission. In constructing a cri-

sis management plan, make certain that new systems 

do not undermine the mission and culture of the 

district. “Doing no harm” is fundamental to successfully 

addressing this unique administrative challenge. 

6. Establish Command and Control. Decide who will be in charge under what 

conditions.

Rickover studied what happened and 

wrote a brief but powerful letter to Pres. 

Carter, which served as the crisis preven-

tion policy safeguarding nuclear power 

plants, and still serves as the classic 

benchmark for leaders in preventing and 

responding to crisis. He made four simple 

points:

1. Crises are exacerbated by preventable 

human errors in both anticipation and 

response.

2. Crises can be eliminated or rendered 

less significant by timely recognition of 

risk and prepared responses.

3. The possibility of a crisis was, and typi-

cally can be, anticipated by observing 

what has happened in the past to 

similar institutions.

4. Rules and plans (technical standards) 

must be established and enforced with 

consistent and serious training and 

retraining of personnel. 

The Admiral argued against a sort of 

“cops and robbers” game of increased 

regulation and pseudo-technical compli-

ance, but advocated for fundamental 

change from the heart of the institu-

tion. Shortly thereafter, nuclear utilities 

formed The Institute for Nuclear Power 

Operations, and clear standards, sup-

ported through rigorous training of staff, 

were institutionalized. Nuclear power 

continues to provide 20% of American 

electricity, and there has been no major 

nuclear accident in America since the 

institutionalization of the technical stan-

dards and mandatory training of nuclear 

energy employees for crisis prevention 

and response. 
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A Crisis Management Policy

Each district has its own style and pattern for developing and working with  

school policies. Sometimes the policies are brief and succinct; sometimes they are 

detailed and highly proscriptive. 

A crisis management policy needs to work with the style of the district as it covers 

the four basic topics displayed in Table 1.

Table I. Crisis Management Quadrant

Behavior Risks Building/Property Risks

Identify and respond to potential at-risk  
situations and individuals

Create a safe physical environment in terms 
codes and common sense

Create a peaceful atmosphere Assure there are systems in place for  
crisis response

Develop command-and-control  
protocol and lockdown, evacuation, and 
communication plans

Identify safety procedures and 
evacuation options

Prepare post-crisis support systems Establish re-occupancy guidelines

The first step in devising a crisis management policy begins with establishing two 

teams: a district-wide team and a per-building team. Table II outlines potential 

team members and suggested responsibilities.

1. District Team. The team leader will likely be a district employee with an admin-

istrative background, and members would represent administration, teachers, 

employees, parents/guardians, and possibly students. The district team will likely 

seek input from community members, community emergency response agen-

cies (law enforcement, emergency medical, and fire officials), county attorney 

staff, social service agencies, and/or any other relevant individuals or organiza-

tions. The makeup of the team will vary by district, but involvement by certain 

community organizations may be required by state regulations (e.g. fire marshal). 

 The team will potentially meet seven to ten times during policy development, 

then annually to review and possibly revise the policy after it is enacted, or 

regarding aspects of the district and building plans. The three primary respon-

sibilities of the team are: To write a template for response for each building, 

ensure compatibility with state and local regulations and institutions, and 

describe the fundamentals of the plan to school professionals and possibly the 

community.

2. Building Team. This team may involve administrators, educators, facilities 

personnel and, in some cases, a community representative. It is important that 

the team include individuals familiar with the physical characteristics of district 

buildings and those who understand the district’s system for dealing with 

students, employees, and other relevant individuals and institutions. 

Violence 

Administrators should AVOID the follow-

ing three elements in developing a crisis 

management policy directed toward 

premeditated violence:

•	 Do not deny the possibility of vio-
lence. Administrators must not view 

premeditated violence as so rare that 

it cannot occur. Reasoned preparation 

to prevent, limit, and respond wisely 

to premeditated violence belongs in 

the district’s plan. 

•	 Do not overreact. It is understand-

able that there are often over-reactions 

following a highly publicized act of 

school violence. Examples include 

drafting a 70-page document on crisis 

protocols ranging from how to open 

a letter in case it contains a toxin, to 

providing SWAT team-type training 

for educators, or equipping a school 

with equipment more typical of a pris-

on than a school. The plan should not 

undermine the district’s educational 

mission, especially through projecting 

an “armed camp” culture.

•	 Do not assume a policy or plan will 
become imbedded in the district’s  
institutional memory. Policies 

involving premeditated violence 

relate to situations that may occur 

once in 20 years, if at all. Policies and 

protocols can become outdated and 

forgotten. Any crisis management 

program requires reality testing and 

periodic review to remain viable.
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The building team would meet five to seven times for development of a building 

plan and an annual meeting to review the adequacy of the plan.   

Table II. Crisis Management Teams

Team Members Responsibilities Meeting times

District Administrators, 
educators, employees, 
parents/guardians, rep-
resentatives from other 
key institutions, and 
possibly students

•	Create	a	template	
for response for each 
building  
•	Assure	compatibility	
with state and local 
regulations and  
institutions  
•	Describe	the	policy	
and plan to school 
professionals and the 
community

7-10 times during policy 
development and an 
annual review after 
the policy and plan are 
enacted

Building Administrators, educa-
tors, facilities personnel, 
and possibly commu-
nity representatives

Create a specific 
building plan 

5-7 times during  
development and an  
annual review 

A draft crisis management policy that has been reviewed by an attorney familiar 

with school law, school administrators, and state education agency staff is  

included as Attachment A. 

After a district adopts a crisis management policy, the district and each school 

creates a detailed plan that closely follows the district’s policy and customizes its 

responses toward addressing the unique needs and characteristics of each school 

and its students, faculty, staff, and other stakeholders. 

ACTION STEP: Review of Existing Crisis Management Systems

Review of the district’s existing crisis management systems is necessary to ensure 

compatibility with external statutes and regulations and internal district plans.  

The following are crisis categories:

	 •		Fire	safety	 •		Radiological	incidents*	
	 •		Severe	weather	 •		Serious	injury/death	 	
	 •		Assault/violence	 •		Suicide	 	
	 •		Premeditated	threats	 •		Weapons	onsite	 	
	 •		Demonstrations	&	disturbances	 •		Other	occurrences	that	may	compromise		
	 •		Hazardous	materials	 				the	health	and	safety	of	students	and	others
	 •		Intruder/hostage	situations	 •		Structural	integrity	of	property	
	 •		Shootings	 •		Terrorism

*This	applies	to	districts	located	near	nuclear	energy/storage	facilities.	The	district	plan	must	be 
compatible with U.S. Department of Energy building occupant plans and evacuation protocols.

Restorative Measures 

We recommend that districts consider 

incorporating restorative measures into 

crisis management policies and plans 

as they may relate to intentional harm. 

Restorative measures help undo damage, 

in part by working with victims and viola-

tors. Such measures can be valuable in 

achieving a return to normalcy.   

The Minnesota Department of Education 

has published, “Respecting Everyone’s 

Ability to Solve Problems: Restorative 

Measures,” which outlines potential 

school district options for both  

responding to and preventing violence. 
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Standard operating procedures and post-crisis response systems should be  

reviewed on a building-by-building basis. Special emphasis should be given to 

evacuation, lockdown, and sheltering issues that are unique to each building.

Discussion

It is likely that your district has some formal or informal protocol, developed in 

cooperation with local crisis response providers involving the traditional crisis 

management issues listed above. There may be variations related to local fire 

marshals or medical emergency providers so the plan must compile response 

options for most emergencies and crisis situations in schools in ways compatible 

with local providers. 

There are two important questions relating to command-and-control and  

recovery that should be given special consideration:

1. Who is in charge under what conditions? A clear command-and-control 

structure needs to be quickly established as a crisis unfolds. This may involve 

other institutions (law enforcement, health departments, emergency services, 

etc.), with school administration influencing and supporting the crisis response 

infrastructure. 

2. What happens after a crisis? Administration should focus on restoring 

educational and general operations, as well as promoting healing for students, 

faculty, staff, and the community after a crisis. A transition plan from the crisis 

response to post-crisis helping services, including communication outreach, 

should be included in the plan. 

There are a number of areas where the district will typically benefit from third-

party input, including:

•	Establishment of rules, guidelines, and controls for counseling and other post-

crisis helping agencies 

•	Legal liability and insurance issues and options

•	Media outreach, including technical assistance from communication  

professionals who are experienced in crisis situations  

ACTION STEP: Survey Buildings

The building survey process should include development of easy-to-read, 

standardized, color-coded, computer-accessible floor plans, including crisis-

specific information unique to each school building. It is likely that formatted 

CAD schematics exist, as well as templates for updating. Certain portions of this 

material should be posted at various points in the school and the plans should 

Command-and-Control Issues with  
Local Emergency Response Groups 
and the County Attorney 

The relationship to local law enforcement, 

fire, and other emergency responders 

is different for each district. In some 

districts, a number of chartered helping 

organizations have overlapping jurisdic-

tion, leading to possible jurisdictional 

confusion during a crisis. The county 

attorney’s office, which works through 

law enforcement jurisdictional issues as 

part of its mandate, is typically the best 

interagency resource to help organize 

a coordinated system for emergency 

command and control. Some county 

attorney offices are more interested than 

others in providing coordination sup-

port. In addition, the Federal Emergency 

Management Agency (FEMA) guidelines 

represent a responsible starting point 

for local governance of an emergency 

response, including law enforcement and 

other emergency services. 

Outreach through the county attor-

ney’s office to all local law enforcement 

agencies typically makes sense, unless 

some other agency has taken a lead role 

in this matter. If no system is in place, 

FEMA model command-and-control and 

communications guidelines should be 

reviewed. The objective is to help assure 

clarity regarding crisis situation control. 
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be distributed to—or access provided to—local law enforcement and other crisis 

response organizations. Hard copies of the floor plans should always be located at 

a central point in the school and key administrators should be able to access them 

remotely. An organized external review of these plans on either an annual or bien-

nial basis is suggested; third-party review may be especially helpful. 

Discussion

Any existing electronic floor plans should be updated with the following information:

 � Phone numbers and e-mail addresses of key building contacts

 � Diagrams showing the location of primary and secondary fire exits, hoses and 
fire alarms

 � Instructions on how to de-energize alarm systems and shut off utilities (water/
electricity/gas)

 � Location of chemical storage areas, especially in building maintenance, 
laboratory science, fine arts and industrial arts areas

 � Information on entering and exiting each building, as well as control 
information on locking systems

 � Locations of pressurized tanks (320 psi+), which should probably include 
triggers for a prevention hydrostatic testing protocol

 � Storage areas for flammables and other hazardous materials and rules on the 
use of fire cabinets

 � Characteristics of the terrain, such as shrubbery, lighting, access points and 
fencing

 � Review of structural integrity issues and areas where large amounts of glass 
could shatter in a natural disaster. A third party structural/mechanical engineer-
ing assessment focusing on safe/at-risk structural areas, and consequently safe/
unsafe gathering points, may be of value. 

 � An extremely clear, easy to interpret review of ventilation systems (third party 
commissioned)

 � Primary and secondary outdoor gathering points 

Once the floor plan and building site diagrams are recast, they can easily be made 

electronically available to authorized emergency response organizations on a 

24-hour basis through a non-electronic telephone call and confirmation code or a 

call-back verification procedure. Naturally, security control of this information is a 

consideration. 

Controls and Techniques for Post- 
Traumatic Human Service Support 

Many crisis situations involving such is-

sues as suicides or accidents can often be 

addressed using district counseling staff 

and resources. Since the passage of federal 

mental health parity coverage guidelines, 

health insurance policies for families can 

be an important mental health resource in 

helping families work with this potential, 

and it may be a valuable district service. In 

a serious crisis, however, hundreds of coun-

seling visits may be helpful within a short 

period of time. Basic guidelines for coun-

seling services and patterns for recruiting 

helping professionals should be a plan 

consideration. 

Professional counselors should inform dis-

trict administration of significant attitudes, 

sentiments, and trends that emerge in their 

counseling interactions. This information 

gathering process must occur without 

unique identifiers that would violate tra-

ditional client/counselor privilege, but it is 

valuable for district administration in obtain-

ing insight into the general state of mind of 

students and others following a crisis. 

Supportive written materials regarding 

potentially traumatized students need to 

be prepared for quick and systematic dis-

semination to parents and guardians. A 

system for mental health assessment and 

monitoring regarding impact, and follow-

up interaction with insurance providers, 

should be in place. 

In the end, both the formal assessment 

and ongoing counseling support will likely 

be the responsibility of the family’s health 

insurer. If the family is not insured, county 

human services support systems would 

likely be available. Managing a timely and 

smooth transition from emergency coun-

seling services to ongoing mental health 

care is important. 
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ACTION STEP: Review Security Controls

Each building and its site should be reviewed from a security perspective. Each 

school should have a building team that provides recommendations regarding, 

for instance, egress (what doors should be locked or unlocked and under what 

conditions), whether police tours of the building should be held during school 

hours (would it destabilize or be helpful), how reporting of local violence-oriented 

websites or Internet postings should be considered, what the expectations and 

policies are regarding locker searches, whether there is appropriate lighting in 

parking lots, whether evacuation routes are posted per fire marshal code, etc. 

Discussion

The reduction in property crime in the United States has been influenced by new 

generations of security systems. Video surveillance microchips for branding equip-

ment, motion sensitive lighting systems, and other new technologies provide 

options for an elevated level of security for buildings and their occupants. Often, 

these new technologies operate in the background and are non-disruptive. 

School buildings are open institutions, especially middle and high schools where 

there is a constant flow of individuals through different portions of the school 

building from pre-dawn into the night. This can represent inherent and unavoid-

able security problems. There should be a review of evolving technologies that 

can provide greater security while minimizing disruption. 

Color-coded locking systems, thoughtful entrance and exit guidelines, and pas-

sive barriers should be considered, particularly as part of any new construction 

or renovation/remodeling. Use of security cameras or rotating phantom security 

cameras (empty black boxes that may or may not contain cameras) should be con-

sidered. The price of such systems has dropped significantly in the past decade. 

Property management measures as simple as security lighting assessment and 

security-sensitive landscaping of terrain elevations and plantings surrounding the 

buildings can have a significant impact on security. Thoughtful indoor barriers 

containing artwork or plants can influence, or even control, indoor traffic. 

Crime prevention through environmental design (CPTED) has emerged worldwide 

as a promising, cost-effective pattern for reducing crime and disruption through 

certain orientations in building design, furnishings, passive barriers, and mainte-

nance. The CPTED process may be reviewed as part of planning for major reno-

vation, remodeling, and new school construction. The process includes, among 

other things, natural access control, natural surveillance systems, and “territorial 

reinforcement,” or vulnerable space reduction. It involves studying building occu-

pant flow based on need, nonthreatening boundaries for definition of controlled 

space, and clearly marked traffic zones. 
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ACTION STEP: Preparing for Emergency Response

1. Coordinate with local emergency response institutions. Law enforcement 

and other local emergency services should be contacted as part of plan devel-

opment. They should be given access to relevant area maps and coded build-

ing floor plans, a list of contact information for key personnel, and descriptions 

of utility, alarm, and electronic de-energizing systems. Characteristics of terrain 

and other exterior elements—lighting, fencing, access points, etc.—should be 

identified, as well as location of storage areas containing high risk compounds 

such as flammables. General guidelines for lockdown, sheltering, and evacua-

tion procedures, including gathering points, should be briefly described. Some 

basic information on structural integrity also should be included. 

2. Determine command-and-control structure. Identify the probable point 

person or institution and chain of command for each type of crisis event.  

The school will likely have more than one law enforcement organization with 

jurisdiction. 

3. Clearly designate gathering points. Identify safe gathering points outside 

the building for evacuation. This should be considered a natural add-on to fire 

marshal-approved evacuation routes. Alternative assembly points for inclem-

ent weather or other unanticipated situations should also be identified. 

4. Draft a crisis communications plan. The plan should identify decision makers 

and spokespeople, outline a clear and streamlined process for key message 

development, and identify communication tools for distribution (e.g., up-to-

date media contact list, websites, multiple phone hotline points), and delin-

eate guidelines for working with the media (see detail in Section III). Targeted 

outreach to parents and guardians and other key community stakeholders may 

become especially important. 

5. Provide crisis counseling. An on-call or pre-approved crisis counseling  

support system should be considered. Having a pre-arranged list, or at least a 

pre-qualifying process for counseling support, in place may be helpful.  

Guidelines for parents and guardians regarding financial support from private 

insurance providers or publicly supported human services may be of special 

value. 

6. Post emergency and evacuation procedures in school. Posting emergency 

procedures, including information about lockdown, sheltering, and evacua-

tion should be considered. Design and placement should be building-specific, 

reviewed periodically, and compatible with local fire marshal guidelines and 

postings. 
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7. Outline tentative re-entry inspection procedures. Rules regarding re-entry 

inspection following a crisis should be flexible. The district should coordinate 

such an inspection following a building crisis and guidelines should be pub-

lished. A building’s structural integrity, degraded asbestos, volatile organic gas 

(which could ignite with the flip of a light switch), shattered glass, and property 

security are all considerations to be addressed prior to resuming business as 

usual. It should be made clear that the district controls re-entry.

8. Keep plan relevant and up to date. A process should be in place to review key 

aspects of the plan on a periodic basis. The plans and policy should be formally 

reviewed and the results of the review submitted to the board or superinten-

dent annually or at least every two years. 

Considerations for Interacting with the 
Media During and Following a Crisis

This section describes strategies for working with the news media during a crisis. 

At times, it makes sense to enlist the help of consultants and legal counsel, but 

it is imperative never to “turn over the keys” of media communication to another 

person or institution. District leadership must demonstrate that the process  

inherent within the school district charter is intact and can be relied upon by the 

community. 

Local media typically have institutionalized their coverage of school district 

events because everyone in the community cares about children. The connection 

between the district and the media is well established, but that relationship can 

quickly change in a crisis (see Attachment B for a quick list of considerations for 

media contact in a time-sensitive crisis).

Learning to work with the media is like navigating a river. The river is moving in 

the same general direction as you, and it can significantly help you get where 

you’re going, but you have to respect and work with it on its own terms or you 

may be taken on an uncomfortable ride. You also are powerless to make it flow in 

a different direction. In other words, you can influence but not control the media. 

There are two styles of media reporting with which school administrators are 

likely to interact and which they must learn to recognize as fundamentally differ-

ent. The most common could be termed “chronicle” reporting. This involves stories 

about the school play, school lunch lists, awards, retirements, sporting events 

etc.—the generally positive information about daily activities within the district. 

Chronicle reporting arises out of, and is dependent upon, a mutually beneficial, 

symbiotic relationship between local media and the school district. 

Chronicle vs. event reporting 

School administrators are likely accus-

tomed to the friendly and symbiotic  

nature of chronicle reporting. 

However, the reporting style of the media 

shifts when a crisis event occurs. A more 

assertive or seemingly adversarial dynam-

ic may be introduced. The fundamental 

mistake school administrators often make 

during such a crisis event is to assume 

that reporters are operating within the 

same paradigm they use to report on 

everyday school events. 

For example, a soldier who was a gradu-

ate of a Metropolitan Area school died in 

the Middle East. The tragedy had a great 

effect on the school. Elementary school 

students from his former school collected 

money to plant and care for a tree in his 

honor. The tree planting ceremony was 

emotional and deeply moving for both 

students and faculty, and the local report-

er artfully captured the human emotion 

of the event. She wrote a beautiful story 

and was extremely complimentary of 

school administrators who had invested 

substantial time in talking with the chil-

dren, trying to describe the nature of sac-

rifice and war. The school administrators 

and faculty came to feel a special bond 

with the reporter. 

Later, district staff contracted to remove 

non-asbestos-bearing insulation using 

hazardous waste protocols, a procedure 

that required unnecessarily expensive 

engineering controls. Administrators were 

relieved when the same reporter who had 

covered their tree planting ceremony was 

assigned to cover this event. The superin-

tendent opened the meeting with “Well, 

we certainly have a mess.” The relief was 

short-lived, because the reporter began 

to ask a battery of hard-nosed questions. 
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The reporting style of the media shifts into something less congenial when a crisis 

occurs, i.e. “event” reporting. A whole new environment may dominate the inter-

action when, for instance, someone is endangered or harmed, or a malfeasance 

or tragedy occurs. The mistake school administrators often make during such 

an “event” is to assume the media are operating within the same paradigm they 

use to report on everyday school matters. For an event or crisis report, timelines 

change, the focus is different, and competition among various media organiza-

tions heats up. The reporter’s style can and must shift. 

The Administrator and the Media Following Crisis

The fundamental responsibility of a school administrator in relating to the media 

when a crisis hits is to clearly outline the district’s response to help bring sem-

blance, order, and direction to an event that could otherwise degenerate into 

chaos. To accomplish this, it is important to implement a thoughtful crisis com-

munication plan, including a normal path for internal communication (employ-

ees, board, students, neighbors, website), and external communication, typically 

meaning working through the professional media. 

In 30 years of working with school districts on controversial issues, we have made 

several observations regarding event reporting. 

The following are important rules to remember when dealing with the media after 

a crisis hits:

1. Be clear and factual. Reporters want to know the basics—who, what, when, 

where and why—and it is important to provide as many facts as you know. 

Try not to guess, speculate, or inject your opinion even if asked to do so. If you 

don’t know the answer to a question, say that you don’t know the answer but 

will get the information, if possible. Then follow up with the reporter. Proving 

you are a reliable source of information engenders trust. Statements such as, 

“We’re not certain…,”  “We believe what occurred was…, “ “The best informa-

tion we have at this time is…,” are acceptable as long as what is stated as fact 

can stand scrutiny. Damage can be diminished if something is inaccurate, but is 

quickly corrected. 

2. Be timely. Inquire about reporters’ deadlines and try to help honor the dead-

lines by providing as much solid information as quickly as possible. 

3. Be a good resource. Provide the names and contact information for other 

reliable, potential sources that can provide additional information or insights or 

explain technical information. Other sources might be emergency responders, 

board members, teachers or union representatives, and contractors. 

“What responsibility does the district 

have over money committed to handling 

contamination?” 

“Did you check with the State Health 

Department to see if you’re working to 

proper standards now?” 

“How will the employees responsible for 

this expensive mistake be held account-

able?” 

Then, the toughest questions of all— 

“Could the problem have been reversed? 

That is, could you have inadvertently en-

dangered the health and safety of build-

ing occupants by not understanding how 

to recognize asbestos?” 

Board members were also contacted and 

asked to comment before district admin-

istrators had had a chance to brief them. 

The change in reporting style was a shock 

to the administrators and seemed incon-

gruous. The reporter, of course, felt that 

the dichotomy in her approaches was 

reasonable and professional.
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4. Demonstrate that district administration is in control. Ross Bishop, former 

public information director for Xcel Energy, had a rule:  The only person who 

publicly leads discussion about a crisis is an Xcel Energy executive—even if that 

executive does not have strong communications skills or technical background 

in the specific area of concern. What is said is important, but who says it is also 

important. As Bishop says, “No intelligent person would rely on Alan Alda’s 

medical advice.”  The executive spokesperson will convene news conferences 

and will be the primary contact person for the media. The spokesperson can 

call on other representatives to speak, but district administration is in charge 

and that message should be reinforced. This strategy communicates that there 

is structure and control and the system is functional. 

A senior school administrator should call any meetings involving the media, per-

haps even hosting a special board meeting in which the ceremonial board meet-

ing format would include a report on the crisis. Reporters would understand that 

they will learn what is important within the school district’s established process. 

At the board meeting, the administrative spokesperson could call on other admin-

istrators or technical consultants, but should remain in obvious control. The sense 

of chaos should recede as style and message come together to demonstrate that 

the crisis response is under control by a trusted and responsive institution. 

Establish the Defining Moment 

School administrators are typically experienced at recasting ambiguous situations 

into clear patterns of action. They are used to describing complex situations in un-

derstandable ways to parents, students and the public. A good administrator can 

typically organize information in ways that will assure the best response. Follow-

ing a crisis, they need to set the stage to do just that and use their communication 

talent to define the situation in responsible terms. The district typically should 

select a place and time to explain to the community, through the news media, 

what has occurred and how they are responding. This can take the form of a news 

release, a news conference, or a special board meeting. Selecting one place and 

one time to communicate a consistent and clear message to all media sources 

often becomes the defining moment of the crisis. 

There are several considerations in coordinating the defining moment:

 � Determine timing of the “defining moment.” The defining moment should take 

place as soon as key facts are understood and some basic decisions regarding 

response are made. Try to accommodate news media deadlines in terms of the 

time of day for the formal statement. If you wait too long, journalists may speak to 

others and you may lose some level of control in handling the crisis and you may 

have to respond to misinformation. Staff, students, consultants, contractors, and 

Beware of Losing Control of the  
Message 

Over-the-counter, caffeine-based stimu-

lants were being used by a number of 

high school students in a rural school 

district. There was little health risk, but 

public concern regarding student “drug 

use” led reporters to use an event report-

ing approach to cover the use of such 

stimulants. 

The reporter discovered that these caf-

feine products were being used on school 

grounds. There had been some reported 

incidents of acting out that were at-

tributed to caffeine highs. The district 

contracted with a speaker to make a pre-

sentation about the situation and invited 

journalists to the presentation. There was 

no special outreach to the local media. 

The speaker was a school psychologist 

with a background in substance abuse. A 

local television news crew filmed part of 

the presentation and interviewed several 

students who made provocative com-

ments. “These people [school administra-

tors and the speaker] don’t know what’s 

really going on. It’s really big, it’s serious, 

and it’s blowing a lot of people’s minds.” 

“It’s all over the place; people call the 3rd 

floor lavatory, “druggie central.”

The news segment was followed by an 

interview with an expert, who stated that 

such presentations don’t work and that 

counseling or treatment was needed. The 

expert was a substance abuse counselor. 

The district could have tried to line up a 

more responsible set of interviewees for 

the reporter. However, in this case, the 

district did set up a website and published 

an open letter to the community, thereby 

helping the issue be seen in realistic terms. 

The public trust in the district was such 

that the issue diminished with time. 
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experts—all may have outlined the problem, listed solutions, and even critiqued 

your performance before you’ve created a controlled defining moment. On the 

other hand, you might also lose credibility if you choose to hold the defining mo-

ment before you have key information in hand. 

 � Select the right venue to release information. Select a formal, accessible 

setting and be sure everything—sound systems, overheads or PowerPoint pre-

sentations, chairs, lighting, etc.— is in good working condition. Also, consider 

providing beverages and snacks. In and of themselves, these are small acts, but 

they project a sort of civility and thoughtfulness toward the audience.

 � Provide an honest description of health or safety situations and possibly 

comment (with legal counsel) on malfeasance issues. Describe exactly 

WHAT happened, WHEN it happened, WHO was placed at risk or harmed by 

whom or what, WHAT occurred that represented danger or damage, WHERE it 

happened and whether or not it can spread or harm others, WHAT the remedy 

or response will likely involve, and the timeline for response. Acknowledge 

what is not known and commit to keeping the public informed. 

 � Communicate with people and groups in the right sequence. Think about 

whether or not the information you release can inadvertently escalate the 

problem or be considered insensitive. If someone has been harmed, could 

there be further harm? Has the family and/or significant others of those placed 

at risk or harmed been taken into consideration? Should special information 

go out to certain parents, board members, or faculty via phone calls, e-mails, or 

other rapid communication prior to the media? Rely on common sense. 

 � Hold a question and answer session. A	Q&A	session	may	seem	destabiliz-

ing because you can’t predict the questions, but this is an important way to 

gain, as well as provide, information. The types of questions posed can help 

ascertain the reporters’ approach to the story, where concerns exist, and where 

stereotypes and predispositions come into play. Journalists may have a clearer 

view than you do of what the public wants to know. Journalists are always 

professionally focused on community interests. Understanding the drift of the 

reporting	enables	you	to	better	respond	to	potential	misunderstandings.	Q&A	

sessions also demonstrate your self-confidence in your understanding of, and 

response to, the situation. Responding to reporter questions is important, even 

if your answer is that you “cannot answer at this time” or “are not certain.”

The defining moment, whether a special board meeting or news release, can 

sometimes have significance as a point of closure. The event reporter typically 

looks for closure, or a clear point where authorities “rule on” or “issue a final report 
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on” what occurred and define what will happen in the future (e.g. a verdict in a 

trial, a formal ruling by a board, etc.). The media may perceive the issue transcend-

ing from chaos to responsible management or possibly even closure.

Legal Counsel Should Establish Communication Guidelines

Legal risks are often lurking in the shadows of a crisis event. Most school attorneys 

are strong in contract law, but they may not be versed in specific technical areas. 

It may make sense to allow the district’s legal counsel to retain supporting legal 

counsel in special technical areas, i.e. an “attorney-of-counsel.” This may be espe-

cially true in environmental, medical, construction, civil rights, employment, or 

criminal justice areas.

It is a best practice to have legal counsel establish guidelines regarding who 

should share what information under what conditions. This especially would apply 

to anyone who represents the administration (someone with an “agency” relation-

ship who can automatically create liability for the district). Anyone who can create 

liability for the district, including a contractor or consultant, needs to be provided 

with guidelines for sharing information, and the district should maintain records 

regarding its efforts to provide those guidelines. 

It may make sense to have legal counsel present during any organized commu-

nication to the public, and legal counsel should generally have the authority to 

comment, amend, or clarify statements. 

Utilize Special Mediums for Outreach

It may make sense to produce an issue-specific website to provide rapid updates 

and a consistent and constant flow of information about the district’s response to 

a crisis situation. This site may likely become a media resource. 

A contact individual or team should be available to speak or respond to public 

and media questions in as timely a way as possible. The team could be made up 

of staff or volunteers who take calls, provide information, and record questions 

and concerns. The administrator should select trusted people who are insightful, 

exhibit common sense, and have good interpersonal communication skills. This 

person or team would have three functions:

 � To screen and separate incoming messages (e.g. curiosity or crank calls, emotion-

ally distraught people, people who need direction or support, those who have 

issues that need to be pushed through to a higher level of administration)

 � To provide consistent information and limit misinformation

 � To organize input that reflects the attitudes and concerns of callers in a pattern 

that will be of value to the district. 

Enlisting the Right Legal  
Counsel Protects the District 

Seeking advice from legal counsel in 

formulating messages during a crisis is 

critical to protecting the legal and finan-

cial interests of the school district. 

A large school district had stored much 

of the district’s food in a central refriger-

ated supply room. A custodian noticed a 

leak from the roof into the room. He re-

paired the ceiling with fiberglass patch-

ing. He and others moved the stored 

food to the opposite end of the cooling 

room and began to apply fiberglass. Tolu-

ene, which is a constituent of fiberglass, 

volatilized and the gas penetrated into 

the butter and chicken. The fiberglass 

never dried in the cool temperatures, so 

the toluene continued to slowly contami-

nate the food products that were served 

to students and faculty.

Toluene is a teratogen, which has been 

associated with certain birth defects 

when ingested in substantial doses by 

pregnant women. A pregnant teacher ex-

plained to her obstetrician that the taste 

of the food in the cafeteria was odd and 

asked if it could threaten her pregnancy. 

The physician, through testing and ques-

tions, determined that she had, in fact, 

been exposed to low doses of toluene. 

The district had inadvertently exposed 

hundreds of women of child-bearing 

age to an agent that could cause birth 

defects. Teachers and parents demanded 

information. 

The district contracted with a consultant 

to determine who had received what 

amount (dosage) of contaminated food 

and calculate the actual risk. The consul-

tant worked with the state health depart-

ment and sought input from the head of 

preventive medicine at Yale University in 

documenting the low level of risk due to 

the low dosage of exposure. The district 
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A phone or e-mail contact point can also be of special value to the media. Al-

lowing somewhat personalized discussion is typically appreciated. Remember, 

the event media are trying to organize information that responds to community 

concerns so they can aid the district’s crisis response. For instance, the fact that 

100 people asked what will happen to the school play helps the news media de-

termine what kind of information to publish or air. Such information can also help 

the district create a response that is in touch with community concerns. 

Francis Bacon said that truth can be likened to a chest of gems; some, like rubies, 

are better appreciated by dim candlelight, others, like diamonds, in clear daylight. 

Communicating the truth ethically can be approached in different ways.

The chronicle media typically works by candlelight. A badly produced play be-

comes “interesting,” a pathetic sports team is “hard working.” The leathery tuna 

casserole for lunch is “hearty.” Chronicle media do not publish falsehoods, but 

typically put a helpful and gentle spin on the day-to-day activities that occur 

within the school. They develop a friendly, symbiotic relationship with the district. 

Tact and taste are prioritized and what filters through is calm, steady, generally 

pleasant information. 

The event media focus on absolute accuracy and stark daylight. Everything said 

may be scrutinized, reviewed, studied and validated. Many administrators find this 

destabilizing because they’re used to being trusted and to having what they say 

simply and tactfully repeated by media sources. Truth is a constant, but styles of 

communicating should change with a crisis event. 

Hang in There – All Crises End! 
Time even heals the nightmare of crisis. Although it might seem impossible, 

the fear and hurt will fade and normalcy will return, and the district will be left 

wiser and stronger. Civil litigation, if any, may linger on, regulatory concerns may 

become an issue, special budget problems may remain, but slowly things are 

fixed, typically out of the line of vision of the event media. Scars may remain, but 

wounds heal and a well-managed district is left stronger. 

also established procedures to assure 

that such exposures would not reoccur. 

Some important legal issues were raised 

during the outreach effort. The product 

manufacturer had not included informa-

tion about the risks of using the product 

near food, or the problem with using the 

product in cool, high humidity areas. The 

district was not provided appropriate Ma-

terial Safety Data Sheets for the product, 

which is required by statute. There was 

also a question about whether the main-

tenance person could read or interpret 

the warnings on the fiberglass package. 

It became clear that there might be civil 

litigation, and the district needed to 

bring the product manufacturer into the 

legal paradigm to minimize potential 

district damages. 

District administrators needed to com-

municate reassuring information to the 

community, especially those who had 

been exposed, but they also needed to be 

careful not to open the district to lawsuits 

or undermine its ability, if sued, to poten-

tially recover financial damages through 

the manufacturer. Communications to the 

community were necessary, but had to 

carefully accommodate legal positioning. 

The approach the district took was suc-

cessful. It had legal counsel with a back-

ground in product liability and toxicology 

review all communications. The attorneys 

worked closely with staff and consultants. 

This approach permitted dissemination 

of information describing the unlikely 

possibility of human risk based on limited 

exposures and described the district’s 

new preventive controls. Administration 

established the district’s credibility, first 

with the media and then with the com-

munity. Having a leading physician from 

Yale University supporting the district’s 

efforts was extremely significant. It also 

carefully preserved the district’s legal 

position to eventual financial advantage. 
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ATTACHMENT A

Model Crisis Management
Following is a template for a general crisis management policy. It should be tailored to each district and reviewed by the 

district’s legal counsel. More detailed procedures would be outlined in the district and building plans. 

- DRAFT -

Policy for Enhancing District Crisis Management

WHEREAS, _______________________________________ is committed to providing an educational and work environ-
ment that promotes the safety and well-being of its students, employees, and all building occupants, and

WHEREAS, adoption of a Crisis Management Policy will help assure safety and well-being, and

WHEREAS, the District has systems presently in place in the interests of general safety; 

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the____________________________________ District will:

 � Periodically review all existing systems to ensure compatibility with state statute and state agency guidelines and 
best practices to help assure health and safety in the areas of:

•		Fire	safety	 •		Radiological	incidents*	
•		Severe	weather	 •		Serious	injury/death	 	
•		Assault/violence	 •		Suicide		
•		Premeditated	threats	 •		Weapons	onsite	 	
•		Demonstrations	and	disturbances	 •		Other	occurrences	that	may	compromise	 	
•		Hazardous	materials	 				the	health	and	safety	of	students	and	others	 	
•		Intruder/hostage	situations	 •		Structural	integrity	of	property	
•		Shootings	 •		Terrorism

*This applies to districts located near nuclear energy/storage facilities. The district plan must be  
compatible with U.S. Department of Energy building occupant plans and evacuation protocols. 

 � Establish a district-wide plan encompassing the above.

 � Establish crisis management plans for each building, with appropriate postings and on-hand or electronically avail-
able material, including individual building guidelines relative to:

•		Evacuation procedures
•		Lockdown procedures
•		Sheltering	procedures

 � Assure responsible coordination and communication with other community helping organizations  
that can assist the district in prevention of potential at-risk situations, emergency response, and  
post-emergency response.

 � Establish an ongoing process for reviewing aspects of emergency response and submit a summary report to the 
(board/superintendent) every (1 or 2) years.
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ATTACHMENT B

A Short List of Communication Considerations in Preparing a Media 
Information Release

1.  Pre-Notification

 Does it make sense to inform any particular group or individual(s) before communicating with the news media?

•	 Individuals (family or colleagues of individuals who could be at risk or to whom a special obligation is owed)

•	 Law enforcement who will have their own public information officer

•	 Other emergency responders (i.e. paramedics, fire department, etc.)

•	 Board members

•	 Faculty

•	 Students

•	 Medical/public health providers

2.  Notification List

 Is there a comprehensive, up-to-date contact list of media sources?

•	 District website managers

•	 Major newspapers

•	 Local radio stations

•	 Television stations 

•	 Think-piece radio, newspapers and television (by special invitation)

3.  Targeted Notification

 Does it make sense to contact secondary communications sources?

•	 Faith community (via their bulletins or other publications)

•	 Student or district electronic newspaper 

•	 Special weekly or biweekly district bulletin for interested parties

4.  General Notification

•	 Special publication on the district website

•	 Municipal groups that control a bulletin board that shares important community information

5.  Location

 Identify a location that permits adequate attendance, has technical support for power points, video connections, etc., 

and has an adjacent room or place where individual interviews can be conducted subsequent to the announcement, 

if that’s desired. Check and double check the audio system and any presentation such as overheads or PowerPoints. 

Consider providing beverages and snacks. 
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  6. Coordinating Information Within the Organization

 Is there general consensus about what is to be conveyed by board members and key administrators? Have you 

established guidelines relating to who is authorized to represent the district? Have you considered special infor-

mation distribution for employees and students?

  7. Coordinating Information Among Other Groups

 Have you coordinated your general information release with law enforcement and/or other response or help-

ing agencies that have provided or intend to provide statements (i.e. health care institutions, state regulatory 

agencies, etc.)? Have you made certain that information from all organizations that may issue announcements or 

statements through the district will provide complementary information?

  8. Legal Review

 Has legal counsel reviewed what you intend to say? Have attorneys identified points where there should be 

special caution or focus and have you communicated that information to others who may provide information?

  9. Basic Outline

 Have you prepared handouts or web postings for news media to support the information  

release?

10. Public Responsiveness

 Can you provide the news media with a list of major concerns relayed by the public, so news outlets can respond 

to those concerns in their reports?

11. Expert Contact

 Have you identified qualified experts whom journalists can interview?

12. Timing

 Can you help accommodate media deadlines?
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ATTACHMENT C

Sample News Releases

A news release is an effective tool for communicating consistent information about a crisis to the public. The news re-

lease should be concise, establish a point of contact for further information, and designate a specific date and time for 

release of information, particularly if there is an embargo relating to release of information. Typically, the announce-

ment will provide information about release of updates and pattern for release of additional information. 

Following are two sample news advisories: 

- SAMPLE -

NEWS ADVISORY

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

DATE: [Include time]

CONTACT: [Name, title, phone number(s) and e-mail address]

CITY, STATE—Kennedy High School was evacuated and one cafeteria worker is being treated at an area hospital 

today after a blaze broke out in the cafeteria kitchen. School administrators called 911 after fire alarms sounded at 

about 12:45 p.m., and fire trucks, police and ambulances were at the scene within minutes. 

“Our primary concern is the safety of all students and staff,” said Principal Mary Nichols. “We are checking and cross-

checking to make certain we can account for the whereabouts and well-being of every student and staff member in 

attendance today.”

One cafeteria worker was taken to Regents Hospital, where she was being treated. Her identity and the extent and 

exact nature of her injuries were being withheld until her family is notified. 

School will be closed for the rest of the week while investigators try to determine what caused the fire and building 

officials determine the extent of the damage. Cleanup will begin once investigators have gathered all the informa-

tion they need. School officials said they are searching for an alternative site to hold classes in case the cleanup is not 

completed by Monday. 

District officials are issuing updates on its website at [WEBSITE ADDRESS]. A news conference will be held at the  

District Office at 4:30 p.m. tomorrow, Wednesday, October 3, 2012, to provide further details and updates. 

###
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- SAMPLE -

NEWS ADVISORY

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

DATE: [Include time]

CONTACT: [Name, title, phone number(s) and e-mail address]

CITY, STATE—A lockdown was issued at 1:32 p.m. today at Nixon High School after reports of gunshots and sight-

ings of an armed man on school grounds. No injuries have been reported. 

School administrators contacted Springfield police immediately, and police are securing the campus and 

investigating the reports. The lockdown will stay in effect until police assure administrators that the school 

grounds and surrounding areas are safe. 

Police have asked parents and concerned citizens to stay at least one block from school grounds while they secure 

the area and search for the suspect. All students and other building occupants are accounted for and safe. 

An e-mail has been sent to parents and guardians advising them of the situation, continuous updates are being 

published online at [web address], and a hotline [phone number] has been set up to field questions and concerns. 

Updates will be provided at a news conference scheduled for 4:00 p.m. today at the Springfield Police Department, 

[street address]. 

###
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